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Abstract 

 

Large construction projects are conducted in complex and uncertain climate by multiple stakeholders with varied 

expertise which increased the popularity of integration management particularly in 21st century. The main objective 

of the thesis is to find ways to improve integration capability in case projects. The study is pursued by both theoretical 

and empirical analysis. Literature was reviewed in order to provide solid theoretical background. Furthermore, 

questionnaire was formulated based on literature, and semi-structured interviews were conducted for the sake of data 

collection. Then, collected data was analysed and synthesised with theoretical background. Three research questions 

were defined and guided the study in order to accomplish the main objective: 

 

1. How can integration mechanisms be analyzed in the context of large projects? 

2. What is the current state of the use of integration mechanisms in Finnish and Turkish large projects? 

3. How to improve integration in Finnish and Turkish large projects? 

 

Collaborative contracting is presented as one of the key concepts that influence integration endeavour of a project 

along with effectual stakeholder management. Withal, integration mechanisms were figured out to be means to 

improve integration capacity in construction business. Integration mechanisms are classified as formal, lateral, social 

and information and communication technologies. One case project from Finland and two case projects in Turkey 

are analysed and it is inferred that Finnish project that use project alliance as project procurement form has superiority 

regarding integration comparing with other traditional Turkish projects. It is justified once more that relational project 

delivery arrangements and lean tools -when acquired with lean ideology- pave the way for integration capability. 

Moreover, effective stakeholder management and gauging integration capacity in relation with integration 

requirements have great influence on improving integration in case projects. 

 

The results of the thesis provide data about difference between relational and traditional projects in different 

countries, data about readiness of integration in Finland and Turkey and suggest ways to improve integration. 

Therefore, future studies about improvement on integration can exploit this master’s thesis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Construction is defined by Bertelsen & Koskela (2004, p. 5) as “a complex production of 

one-of-a kind product undertaken mainly at the delivery point by cooperation within a 

multi-skilled ad hoc team”. Large construction projects are commonly compelling to 

manage and complex (Miller & Lessard 2000) which is mainly caused by involvement of 

organizations with diversified and complementary backgrounds, resources, knowledge 

and goals (Walker & Rahmani 2016). Each participated stakeholder to the project might 

not have same goal with others. Therefore, they might have different motivations for 

participation and project time may not be enough to realize the contrariety. Often this type 

of behaviour leads to a conflict in objectives which results in failure of integration 

(Pekkinen 2015). In addition to the conflict in organizational objectives, “low-bid 

syndrome” has been identified as one of the main triggers to hinder integration and lead 

construction industry to become behind other industries with high productivity and 

quality development level. Even though large-scale constructions are growing in number, 

main targets are seldomly achieved (Flyvbjerg et al. 2003). Fortunately, increasing need 

for integration of all key stakeholders in both development and implementation phases is 

realized in the industry (Ibrahim et al. 2013a). 

Realization of need in integration led industry to search for new project procurement 

forms with focus on integrated teams. Relational project delivery arrangements (RPDAs) 

differ from traditional approaches in integrating people, systems, business structures and 

practices into a process that collaboratively exploit the talents and insights of all 

stakeholders to optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste and 

maximize efficiency throughout all phases. (The American Institute of Architects (AIA) 

2007).  

Construction projects are characterized by the involvement of multiple stakeholders from 

varied disciplines (Aapaoja et al. 2013b). No organization is an island thus creating 

successful projects usually requires interaction with project stakeholders. (Aapaoja et al. 

2013b). Stakeholder management is a supplementary concept that supports integration 

management with its contents of systematic identification, analysis and planning of 
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actions to communicate and influence stakeholders (Project Management Institute (PMI) 

2004). 

Uncertainty and complexity are acknowledged as the main drivers for the integration 

(Pekkinen 2015) which needs to be improved to boost the predictability of a project by 

integration mechanisms (Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Integration mechanisms refer to any 

managerial tool to achieve integration (Turkulainen 2008). Means to improve integration 

are often named differently in the literature, for instance, coordination mechanisms 

(Galbraith 1977), information processing mechanisms (Pekkinen 2015) or integration 

mechanisms (Turkulainen 2008). They are also often classified in varied ways (see Table 

4 in Chapter 2.4.1.). All in all, they more or less tackle same issues but are named 

differently. Earlier research have indicated that effective management of integration can 

enhance productivity and performance immensely (Turkulainen 2008). Notwithstanding, 

imbalance between integration capacities and integration requirements should be avoided 

as well (Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Therefore, fit between integration requirements and 

integration capacitities should be seeked out by the project managers in order to get the 

best outcome from the integration management (Lawrence & Lorsch 1967; Turkulainen 

2008). 

1.2 Research objectives and the scope 

This study aims to find applicable ways to improve integration in the case projects in 

Finland and Turkey. “Integration” is a relatively new term for construction industry. 

Thus, comparatively limited literature about integration in projects is utilized to find out 

what integration is, what kind of integration mechanisms (IMs) are advised and how these 

IMs are performed in earlier projects. Later, empirical research is conducted in the light 

of examined literature to figure out current status of IMs’ usage in case projects. Lastly, 

neglected IMs are aimed to be determined and reasons behind overlooking them are 

searched up and necessity of neglected IMs are questioned in each case project by 

inquiring requisite level of integration about a mechanism. Terminally, prospective ways 

of improving total integration in the case projects are presented. Stakeholder management 

(SM) is also perceived as supplementary concept that has positive affect on integration 

capacity (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014) and took place in the study. Besides, RPDAs are 

acknowledged (Lahdenperä 2012) as the best conforming project procurement forms 
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(PPF) for integration in construction projects. Thus, key features of RPDAs are learnt 

from the literature and roughly inquired in the interviews whether case projects have 

certain qualities of RPDAs or not. 

The research study addresses three research questions (RQs) that relate to the final results 

of the thesis (Table 1). RQ1 aims to build theoretical background to analyse IMs that are 

going to be used as guidance for empirical study. Early research have been analysed and 

synthesised in Chapter 2 while RQ2 directs researcher to explore how IMs are exploited 

in practice and what IMs are used that were not mentioned in the literature (see Chapter 

3). Finally, the main objective of RQ3 is to synthesise first two RQs and lead researcher 

to contemplate how IMs can be used in more efficient and effective ways in case projects 

(see Chapter 4). 

Table 1. Research questions. 

1.3 Research process 

The empirical research is chosen in this study to understand current status of integration 

mechanisms in Finnish and Turkish construction projects in consideration of literature. 

Later, ways of improving integration in case projects are strived to find. This study aims 

to find answers of aforementioned research questions in three main chapters. First, 

literature review part inquires how to analyse integration mechanisms in large 

construction projects. Therefore, wide range of literature about integration, its 

mechanisms and other founding concepts such as project procurement forms in particular 

RPDA and stakeholder management is studied in order to comprehend the concept. 

During the period of establishing the foundation, RQs are identified and case projects are 

arranged in two countries with different procurement forms and interview questions (see 

Appendix 1) are optimized in order to get the best results from the respondents. Case 

projects are from different countries, thus interviews had to be arranged accordingly. 

RQ# Research question

RQ1 How can integration mechanisms be analyzed in the context of large projects?

RQ2

What is the current state of the use of integration mechanisms in Finnish and Turkish large 

projects?

RQ3 How to improve integration in Finnish and Turkish large projects?
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Finnish project managers are interviewed before Turkish project managers. In order to 

conduct interviews with Turkish project managers in the mother tongue, research 

questionnaire has been translated into Turkish (see Appendix 2). Later, the results are 

transcribed, translated into English and individual IMs are graded in line with the 

responses (see Appendix 3). Weak integration mechanisms are determined and 

prospective ways for improvement are discussed. Figure 1 illustrates the research process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  The research process. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter deals with the first RQ by analysis existing research papers, books and 

dissertations about key concepts relating to integration management such as PPFs in 

particular RPDA, stakeholder management and integration mechanisms. Moreover, 

relationship between key concepts and their influence on project performance are 

provided. Finally, presented concepts are synthesised to build theoretical background for 

later RQs. 

2.1 Project procurement forms 

 

Figure 2.  Project procurement forms (modified from Walker & Lloyd-Walker (2015)). 

Figure 2 illustrates three wide project procurement modes that are classified based on 

their integration focus. Traditional PPFs, PPFs with focus on integrating processes and 

PPFs with focus on integrating teams are three distinct classes that are explored in this 

chapter. (Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015) 
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2.1.1 Traditional project procurement forms 

Traditional procurement forms are adopted in construction projects that are based on 

transactional agreements (Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Traditional procurement forms do not 

encourage or hinder integration theoretically (Ibrahim et al. 2013b), however these 

procurement approaches tend to polarize contracted parties and direct team efforts to meet 

their sub-goals rather than exerting to find “best for the project” solution (Forgues & 

Koskela 2009). Design-Bid-Build is a highly dominant traditional procurement form in 

many countries (Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). It is assumed that when the rationale and 

design is complete enough, bidding process can be pursued in order to choose the cheapest 

and/or quickest tender (Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015; Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2011). 

Tenders often require stipulated completion time accompanied by a timeline schedule to 

fix the completion time and to indicate major milestone events of the project (Walker & 

Lloyd-Walker 2015). Reimbursable contract is procurement form wherein the owner 

defrays contractor’s all costs, reasonable incurred and directly associated with the amount 

of work done for the project; plus a certain fee and/or incentive fee (Suprapto et al. 2016; 

Berends 2006; Merrow 2011). 

2.1.2 Focus on integrating design & delivery processes 

These partially integrated forms have planning and control logic over the project and it is 

believed that integration is predominantly achieved in planning and control systems 

(Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). Design and Construct integrates design and application 

functions either through in-house design team and delivery team or delivery team 

outsourcing the design operations to another team and make them their design provider 

(Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). Integrated Supply Chain Management, as its name 

implies, refers to integration among supply chain from project owner to subcontractors 

and suppliers who are aimed to work in collaboration to create value for the project owner 

(Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). Thirdly, management contracting stimulates contractor 

to participate design and development process so that contractor’s expertise becomes 

available to the design team (Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). This approach is quite 

useful for the projects with challenge of buildability and constructability (Walker & 

Lloyd-Walker 2015). Joint Venture Consortia “occurs where a group of supply interests 

come to an agreement to develop and market services jointly” (Manchester Business 

School 2009, p: 7-8). For instance, Party A in consortia may need skills or local 
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knowledge that Party B has while Party B may need financial stability and access to 

resources that Party A can provide (Walker & Lloyd Walker 2015). That is why, Joint 

Venture Consortia are often established based on mutual convenience (Walker & Lloyd-

Walker 2015). Build-own-operate-transfer (BOOT) is evolved from design & contract 

and turnkey projects concepts which is a form of Design & Contract and BOOT inherently 

build upon advantages of both forms (Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). The cost of project 

and service delivery is shifted from project owner to the contractor along with all project 

delivery, financing and operational risks (Walker & Lloyd Walker 2011). In BOOT, 

project owner writes a broad briefing document outlining the project aims and functional 

points with key performance indicators to fulfil expected delivery quality (Walker & 

Lloyd-Walker 2015) 

2.1.3 Focus on integrating project design & delivery teams 

Project procurement forms with focus on project design & delivery teams take integration 

pursuit to a higher degree. Rather than integrating whole process to a certain degree, 

processes are conducted by integrated teams that consist of stakeholders from different 

organizations (Walker & Lloyd-Walker 2015). Broadly, the effectiveness of such 

procurement forms is dependent to relationships, transparency, honesty and trust of 

stakeholders to each other (Moore & Dainty 2001). Starting with project partnering, 

Aaapaoja (2014) defines it as “a long-term commitment between two or more parties for 

the purpose of achieving specific business objectives by maximizing the effectiveness of 

each partner’s resources.”. However, generally speaking, project partnering often refers 

to collaborative methods in traditional arrangements (Ross 2003) while integrated project 

delivery (IPD) and project alliance (PA) are complete different forms of procurement 

focusing on integrated teams (Lahdenperä 2012). Thus, in the course of time, project 

partnering evolved to two but similar PPFs: IPD and PA (Lahdenperä 2012). 

Ideologically, PA and IPD are more or less the same thing (Aapaoja 2014) by the way of 

adopting tools and practices from each other at large extent (Lahdenperä 2012). 

Notwithstanding, variation can be arisen in detailed level between two arrangements 

(Aapaoja 2014). Differences in detail are presented in Table 2. 
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Table 2.  Differences between IPD and PA. 

As for the definitions of the IPD and PA, according to the AIA (2007), IPD is “…a project 

delivery approach that integrates people, systems, business structures and practices into 

a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all participants to 

optimize project results, increase value to the owner, reduce waste, and maximize 

efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication, and construction.”, and PA is 

described by Department of Treasury and Finance (2010) as “… a method for procuring, 

where all parties are required to work together in good faith, acting with integrity and 

making best-for-project decisions”. 

2.2 Project stakeholder approach 

Large construction projects are composed of teams or individuals with varied and 

complementary backgrounds, resources and goals at both project management and design 

implementation phases (Galbraith 1977, p. 3; Ibrahim et al. 2013a; Hietajärvi et al. 

2017b). A project is defined by PMI (2004) as “...a temporary endeavor undertaken to 

create a unique product, service or result”. Two vital points in mentioned explanations 

draw attention: temporality and complexity -due to diversity-; therefore stakeholder 

approach has become a growing trend in recent years (Aapaoja et al. 2013a; Turner 1999). 

 

 

Difference IPD PA

Lean tools and management 

approaches

(Lahdenperä 2012; Lichtig 2006)

Mostly includes lean tools 

and ideology.

Does not necessarily include 

lean understanding.

Building information modelling (BIM)

(Lahdenperä 2012; Lichtig 2006)
BIM is integral part of processes. BIM is not necessarily utilized.

Team selection 

(Lahdenperä 2012; Lichtig 2006)

Team members are generally 

selected separately.

Standardized process is applied 

to select best team members.

Contracting (Ross 2003)
Contracts can be signed 

separately.

Integrative and collaborative 

contract is must.
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According to  International Finance Corporation (IFC 2007, p. 10), stakeholders are: 

”...people, groups, and parties who are directly or indirectly involved or impacted by a 

project, as well as those who may have interests in a project and/or the ability to influence 

its outcome, either positively or negatively...”. Therefore, flawed management of 

stakeholder can lead to acute problems (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). Due to 

stakeholders’ divergent roles, power, legitimacy and urgency they are far to be equal 

(Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014; Aapaoja 2014). That is why, effective and balanced SM is 

needed (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014) in order for adversarial nature of parties not to 

impede integration (Uher & Loosemore 2004). 

2.2.1 Project stakeholder management 

SM starts at front end of projects; when project management team starts to have 

intercourse with other organizations and vicinity (Freeman 1984; Aapaoja 2014). As 

definition of stakeholder (IFC 2007, p. 10) implies; it is enough to get affected or having 

impact on projects’s decisions for being involved in SM (Freeman 1984). However, 

stakeholder involvement is mostly ad hoc to each project; Thus, there is no “one-size-fits-

all” formula for stakeholder involvement (McManus 2004). Project stakeholder 

management is the systematic identification, analysis and planning of actions with an 

impact to stakeholders (PMI 2004; Aapaoja 2014 ). SM unremarkably exerts to ease the 

process of managing each party involved to project in ever-changing and uncertain 

environment (Donaldson & Preston 1995). In this research study, SM process consists of 

following phases: customer value, stakeholder identification, stakeholder salience and 

assessment (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). 

Customer value 

Projects start with purpose definition and it can only be defined based on customer’s 

needs (Aapaoja 2014). However, construction industry is not connected enough to 

customer value (Aapaoja et al. 2013a). In value creation concept, customer’s role is 

pivotal whose requirements must be determined and satisfied before any other 

stakeholders (Jylhä & Junnila 2011). Sometimes value is perceived merely in financial 

perspective, whereas abstract revenues, such as competitive advantage, competence and 

market position must be included as well (Aapaoja 2014). Systematic and standardized 

documentation is the only way to trace customer’s requirements that hopefully end up 
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with value creation for them and the project (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014; Aapaoja et al. 

2013a). 

Stakeholder identification 

There is no fixed rule on how to select or whom to select as stakeholder, nevertheless 

following questions are adviced to be used as guidance to project managers (The World 

Bank 1996): 

i. Who might be affected by the development concern to be addressed? 

ii. Who are the “voiceless” for whom special efforts may have to be made? 

iii. Who are the representatives of those likely to be affected? 

iv. Who is responsible for what is intended? 

v. Who is likely to mobilize for or against what is intended? 

vi. Who can make what is intended more effective through their participation or less 

effective by their non-participation or outright opposition? 

vii. Who can contribute financial and technical resources? 

viii. Whose behavior has to change for the effort to succeed? 

Even though there is no true team size, effective teams cover three to nine stakeholders 

(Hoegl 2005). In SM, stakeholders are defined based on their functional roles in an 

organization, for example: customer, contractor, end-user, sponsor, resident in the 

vicinity, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), media, lobbying organization and 

government (Cova & Salle 2005). 

2.2.2 Stakeholder salience and assessment 

According to Mitchell et al. (1997, p. 869), stakeholder salience is “...the degree to which 

managers give priority to competing stakeholder claims...”. Namely, the model strives 

managers to direct more attention on important stakeholders (Aapaoja et al. 2013b). 

Salience of stakeholders often changes over project lifecycle (Aapaoja 2014) which may 

also conclude in stakeholders, in particular external stakeholders, exert to make 

themselves more salient in order to have a voice on decision making (Mitchell et al. 1997). 

According to Mitchell et al. (1997), salience can be divided into three attributes: power, 

legitimacy, and urgency, therefore sum salience depends on aforementioned triad 

(Aapaoja et al. 2013b). 
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The first attribute, power,  is defined as aptitude that a stakeholder have to agitate other 

stakeholders in line with his or her own desire (Aapaoja et al. 2013b). Secondly, 

legitimacy refers to a stakeholder’s activities’ propitiousness within social system of 

norms, values, beliefs and definitions (Mitchell et al. 1997). Finally, urgency, is “the 

degree to which stakeholder claims call for immediate attention” ((Mitchell et al. 1997: 

869). Stakeholders are divided into classes based on the triad attributes (Mitchell et al. 

1997) (See Table 3). Salience increases by going down in Table 3 (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 

2014). 

Table 3. Stakeholder classification based on three attributes (adapted from Mitchell et 

al. (1997)). 

 

SM is not limited with stakeholder identification and classification (Johnson et al. 2008; 

Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). Moreover, it is crucial for project managers to assess 

stakeholder salience and  their probability of impacting the project (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 

2014). For that reason, Aapaoja and Haapasalo (2014) adapted from Olander (2007) 

stakeholder assessment matrix shown below in Figure 3. The Y-axis describes the 

stakeholders in order of importance (Olander 2007; Mitchell et al. 1997) while X-axis 

refers to stakeholder’s probablity to impact/ability to contribute to the project (Aapaoja 

& Haapasalo 2014). 

Class of Stakeholder Attribute(s) of stakeholder

Demanding stakeholders Urgency

Discretionary stakeholders Legitimacy

Dormant stakeholders Power

Dependent stakeholders Urgency and Legitimacy

Dominant stakeholders Power and Legitimacy

Dangerous stakeholders Power and Urgency

Definitive stakeholders Power, Urgency and Legitimacy
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Figure 3.  Stakeholder assessment matrix (modified from Aapaoja & Haapasalo (2014). 

Note: P: Power, L: Legitimacy, U: Urgency. 

The “key players” and the “keep informed” stakeholders mostly represent internal 

stakeholders who bear responsibility whilst  the “keep satisfied” and the “minimal effort” 

stakeholders are often external parties or individuals that might have affect on project 

(Aapaoja 2014; Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). The “key players”, as the name recalls, 

consists of core group including the main contractor, customer and architect. Key 

supporting participants may involve groups with different interests such as consultants, 

subcontractors or local community members (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). The “keep 

satisfied” stakeholders are national governments or other similar organizations that carry 

authority to halt the project (Aapaoja 2014). As to extended stakeholders, they should not 

be ignored if they are located in stakeholder assessment matrix, nevertheless they are not 

salient on the eyes of project managers (Aapaoja 2014). 
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2.2.3 Early involvement of stakeholders 

Inception phase of the project is acknowledged to be the most optimal regarding project 

success and value creation possibilities (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). Early assessments 

increase predictability for later phases and even total cost of the life-cycle can be reduced 

via contributions from different stakeholders (Möttönen et al. 2009; Aapaoja et al. 2013a; 

Aapaoja 2014). Morover, early stakeholder involvement (ESI) allows the determination 

of the most useful stakeholders who have high prospect of contribution to project’s favour 

(Aapaoja 2014). However, ESI has been applied rarely in construction projects, 

nevertheless in manufacturing sector, varied standpoints of stakeholders are taken into 

consideration on early product development via application of ”Design for X” 

methodology which is defined by Aapaoja et al. (2013c) as “a structured approach to 

systematically addressing early product development and functional integration, and 

enabling capability creation”. 

ESI aims to maximize benefits coming from different stakeholders due to their varied 

expertise (Trent & Monczka 1999). These benefits can be listed as the following 

(Dowlatshahi 1998; Van Valkenburg et al. 2008): 

i. ESI leads to lower possibility of poor design development. 

ii. Early involvement of a designers in development phase will increase the 

possibility of more effective design, improve the construction operations and lead 

less scrap. 

iii. Early information about the end-users leads to higher customer fulfilment. 

iv. As stakeholders know more about design goals, stakeholders are more capable of 

meeting or discussing the design specifications. 

v. ESI leads stakeholders to discuss about creative solutions via brain-storming. 

vi. ESI leads to procedures to synchronize and run in phases. 
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2.3 Relational project delivery arrangements 

RPDAs are project delivery models, used particularly in large and complex construction 

projects, where the customer and non-owner stakeholders work in collaboration as a team 

in good faith, acting with integrity and making joint, best-for-the-project decisions, 

managing all risks together, and sharing the outcome of the project (Aapaoja 2014). 

Globally, project based organizations (PBOs) have been suffering from building sense of 

joint belonging and culture of cooperation that integrates the diverse skills, knowledge 

and expertise of people with no experience of working together (Baiden et al. 2006; 

Bresnen & Marshall 2002; Clegg et al. 2002; Van de Ven & Ring 2006; Bresnen 2009; 

Laan et al. 2011; Ibrahim et al. 2013a). Due to frailty of traditional project delivery 

methods (TPDMs), RPDA is revealed as solution to mentioned problems with its 

integration emphasis (Aapaoja et al. 2013c). The main difference between TPDMs and 

RPDAs lies on integration (Aapaoja 2014). TPDMs are mostly based on biletarel 

contracts and the lowest bid (Aapaoja 2014) while RPDAs focus on team and process 

integration (Lahdenperä 2012). 

 

Figure 4.  The ideological difference between RPDA and TPDM (modified from Aapaoja 
et al. (2013c)). 
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Aapaoja (2014) calls the practice of TPDMs as “over the wall” as illustrated in Figure 4. 

In such arrengements, projects are consisted of divided tasks that belong to separate 

stakeholders and receiving operation from previous stakeholder and delivering it to the 

next one (Aapaoja 2014). Since mutualization is not taken place, TPDM’s “over the wall” 

practice mostly ensues sub-optimization (Matthews & Howell 2005). RPDAs have some 

key features that differantiate them from other PPFs as described below. 

Cooperative culture 

Cooperative culture is more than being merely means for RPDAs, but perceived to be the 

aim (Lahdenperä 2012). By establishing cooperative and trustful environment, project 

managers intend to generate best for the project mindset among stakeholders (Lahdenperä 

2012). Honest and open communication is needed in order to disseminate cooperative and 

trustful climate throughout all the involved stakeholders (Lahdenperä 2012). 

Team formation 

As mentioned before, early involvement of team participants can contribute to the 

project’s outcome immensely (Aapaoja et al. 2013a). Further, early involvement 

particularly signals early involvement of the contractor who traditionally be part of team 

later on (Lahdenperä 2012). However, RPDAs stress the point of involvement not only 

of contractor but wider group of stakeholders such as subcontractors and consultants 

(AIA, 2007). Team selection cannot be based exclusively on price but also variant 

qualitative criteria for instance references, properties of candidates, their approach, 

understanding and attitude to the project (Lahdenperä 2012; Construction Industry 

Council 2005; Ross 2006; Kadefors et al. 2007). 

Administrational consistency 

Administrational consistency feature of RPDAs is about justice on outcome of the project 

and also about having same vote of key participants in decision making (Yeung et al. 

2007). Stakeholders having their voices heard paves the way for collaboration and joint-

decision making in projects which later increases commitment to the no-dispute rule 

(Lahdenperä 2012). In most cases of RPDAs, as a rule, there will be no litigation or 
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arbitration between stakeholders (Department of Treasury and Finance 2010). In case of 

consensus is not reached; majority vote can be the solution (Lahdenperä 2012). 

Commercial unity 

In terms of integrated project organization and joint decision making, shared financial 

risk and reward is also important (Lahdenperä 2012). The principle is about transparency 

on financial parameters and shared savings and overruns based on jointly determined 

target cost (Lahdenperä 2012). Nay, reward system comprises qualitative key 

performance indicators as well (Lahdenperä 2012). 

Planning emphasis 

Intensive early planning is obviously a fundamental constituent of RPDAs in order to 

keep away from redesign and / or recovery that will definetly lead extra cost (AIA 2007). 

Early involvement of stakeholders is clearly a prerequisite for early planning (Lahdenperä 

2012). Early planning can be implemented via advanced information and communication 

tools (ICT) of which building information modelling (BIM) is most well-known and key 

tool which enables smoothness and productivity of the process among large projects 

(Autodesk 2008; Khemlani 2009; Tiwari et al. 2009). 

Co-location 

In RPDA, continuous workshopping has evolved to co-location of teams in large extent 

(Lahdenperä 2012). IPD and PA approaches co-location concept in different ways. IPD 

has tendancy to acquire co-location as highly recommendable with its emphasis on certain 

tools such as lean tools and BIM (Thomsen et al. 2009; Cohen 2010). PA focuses more 

on importance of coordination between separate integrated office (Lahdenperä 2012) 

Advanced management principles 

Advanced management principles are provided and acknowledged to be integral part of 

RPDA (Lahdenperä 2012). Lean management approach is not only acquired as primary 

understanding but is also explained assiduously in project contracts. Lean tools can 

consist of target value design, pull based planning and value stream mapping (Lahdenperä 
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2012). In some cases, management practices may also be not established beforehand so 

that integrated team finds best ways to meet the project goals (Lahdenperä 2012). 

2.4 Concept of integration 

According to Lawrence & Lorsh ([1967] 1986), integration is the quality of the state of 

collaboration that exists among departments that are required to achieve unity of effort, 

and the process of achieving that unity among the various sub-units. Integration is seen 

as a means for effective teamwork and project team performance (Egan 2002; 

Constructing Excellence 2004). Integration basically links different stakeholders and 

deter them to do sub-optimization (Turkulainen 2008). Integration is presumed to be 

achieved via integration mechanisms that can deal with sources of uncertainty and 

complexity (Hietajärvi 2017; Turkulainen 2008).  

In order to take high advantage from integration management, organizations must match 

integration mechanisms to actual integration needs (Tushman & Nadler 1978). Effective 

integration management is about doing not over - or under – integration but always fitting 

their integration mechanisms with requirements (Hietajärvi 2017). “Fit” here means 

effectiveness of alignment of integration capacities and requirements (Lawrence & 

Lorsch 1967; Turkulainen 2008) which change constantly throughout the project 

(Hietajärvi 2017). Some of stakeholders may have opportunistic motivation to hide some 

information from oversight efforts (Gholz 2003, p. 292). Hence, a process has to be 

developed to monitor integration requirements (Davies & Mackanzie 2014). 

Integration is more useful for projects that reap the benefits of high specialization 

(Lawrence & Lorsh 1967) which induces interdependence (Thompson 1967). This is 

prevalently the case in complex and large projects (Hietajärvi 2017), where each 

stakeholder’s action effects the others (Morris 2013). 
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2.4.1 Dimensions of integration 

Integration is a dimensional concept and there are three different dimensions consisting 

of requisite integration, integration mechanisms and achieved integration (Lawrence & 

Lorsch [1967] 1986; Thompson 1967) which are presented below. 

Requisite integration 

Requisite integration refers to the need of integration and it can be in different levels 

(Turkulainen 2008). When the requirements for integration are high, varied complex 

mechanisms appear to be solutions, but when the requirements for IM are low, vertical 

mechanisms like centralization can be enough to satisfy the requirements (Trautmann et 

al. 2009). Benefits of high specialization and cost of increasing integration capacity lead 

project managers to look for organizational structures with less integration requirements 

(Galbraith 1970, p: 118-119; Thompson 1967), and select economically advantageous  

IMs that fit best to the integration requirements (Turkulainen 2008).  

There is always possiblity of activities being fallen between stakeholders in complex 

projects (McCann & Galbraith 1981, p. 60). The main driver of integration requirements 

is interdependece of various stakeholders (Turkulainen 2008). High interdepence clearly 

induces uncertainty (Turkulainen 2008) which requires effective information flow by the 

help of integration (Galbraith 1973, p. 4). Integration requirements are not same for every 

project, but may change depending on projects’ interdependence level (Turkulainen 

2008). 

Requirements engineering 

Requirements engineering (RE) is a key concept that eases integration (Aapaoja 2014).  

RE is a systematic and iterative process that exerts to understand, capture and document 

what stakeholders need from the project in order to contribute what is expected (Kotonya 

& Sommerville 1998; Asghar & Umar 2010). Stakeholders’ contribution is expected to 

be maximized via satisfaction of stakeholder requirement as well which should be 

identified in early phases of the project (Baiden et al. 2006). Requirement can be defined 

as “anything that drives design choices” (Lawrence 1997). Requirements are 

prescriptions that customer and other stakeholders use as guidance to reach desired 

outcome (Aapaoja 2014). RE contains two main phases which are; requirement 
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development and requirement management (Aapaoja & Haapasalo 2014). Requirement 

development inquires stakeholders’ ideas and needs, then analyze them and finally 

transform them into detailed stakeholder specifications (Aapaoja 2014). Requirements 

management refers to management of changes in organization, tracking and maintaining 

the identified requirements (Distanont 2013). 

Integration mechanisms 

Figure 5.  Classification of IMs. 

Integration mechanisms can be understood as any managerial means for achieving 

integration (Galbraith 1973; Lawrence & Lorsch [1967] 1986; March & Simon [1958] 

1993; Thompson 1967). Integration mechanisms are classified in various ways by 

researchers (see Table 4). IMs are classifed in this research study based on references 

shown in Table 4 as follows: formal IMs, lateral IMs, social IMs and ICT IMs (see Figure 

5). They bridge other dimensions of integration which are requisite integration and 

achieved integration (Hietajärvi 2017).  
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Table 4. Categorization of IMs in four main references. 

Formal integration mechanisms 

Due to diversity of stakeholders in PBOs, each stakeholder has inherently its own sub-

goal pursuit (March & Simon [1958] 1993). Alignment of these sub-goals with overall 

goal leads to integrated strategic vision which is expected to decrease different 

interpretations of potential outcome (Zhang & Doll 2001). In order for projects to have 

shared overall goal, project owners are suggested to involve key parties in early phases 

of a project (Hietajärvi et al. 2017a).  

 

Reference Categorization

Hietajarvi et al. (2017a) Formal governance

Organizational and relational arrangements

Technological systems

Turkulainen (2008) Centralization of decision making

Formalization and standardization

Planning and control

Information systems

Creation of lateral relations

Incentives and social mechanisms

Pekkinen (2015) Impersonal, formal mechanisms

Subtle, informal mechanisms

Artto et al. (2011) Vertical mechanisms

Information systems

Informal lateral mechanisms

Formal lateral mechanisms

Organizational level incentives and

other social mechanisms
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Formalization and standardization encompasses written policies and rules, job 

descriptions, organizational charts (March & Simon’s ([1958] 1993; Galbraith 1973; 

Mintzberg 1979; Thompson 1967; Van de Ven et al. 1976), standard project reports (e.g. 

report templates), a process for collaborative working and; planning and controlling 

(Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Aforementioned mechanisms are means for hindering unneeded 

communication (Turkulainen 2008). Centralization is another formal integration 

mechanism that suggests plant-level decisions should be limited at senior levels in the 

project (Child 1973). 

Lateral integration mechanisms 

Lateral integration mechanisms refer more to  facilitation of communication rather than 

authority (Artto et al. 2011; Hietajärvi et al. 2017a) and they increase integration capacity 

to match better with integration requirements and consequently decrease uncertainty 

(Turkulainen 2008). They comprise encouragement of cooperative culture, liaison roles, 

integrative departments, cross-functional teams, inter-organizational meetings, 

collocation in Big Room, direct contact,  continuity of key personnel and cross-functional 

job rotation (Galbraith 1973; Lawrence & Lorsh [1967] 1986; Mintzberg 1979; 

Thompson [1967] 2003; Van de Ven et al. 1976; Hietajärvi et al. 2017a; Artto et al. 2011; 

Pekkinen 2015) 

Social integration mechanisms 

Various social mechanisms such as incentive and reward structures can be used as 

integration means for supporting collaboration and gainshare/painshare regime in projects 

(Edström & Galbraith 1977; Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Such social mechanims are 

constructed in order to improve stakeholders’ awareness of shared strategic objectives 

and values (Turkulainen 2008). According to Song et al. (1997), incentives have a strong 

positive effect on integration. 
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ICT integration mechanisms 

Information Systems are seperate IMs (Daft & Lengel 1986; Galbraith 1973) which 

complement formal and organizational mechanisms (Artto et al. 2011) owing to the fact 

that information systems alone cannot integrate anything (Artto et al. 2011); however, 

they enhance the capacity of the project to process information and enable rapid 

information sharing (Turkulainen 2008). Virtual and visual tools such as electronic 

conference, e-mailing, project bank (knowledge data base) (Clemons et al. 1993; Fairbank 

et al. 2006), Last Planner, BIM are efficient means that can be considered as integration 

mechanisms. 

Achieved integration 

Achieved integration is into absence of dispute in the project (Turkulainen 2008). 

Different levels of achieved integration denote collaboration among stakeholders and how 

they are unified for the same overall goals (Barki & Pinsonneault 2005; Donaldson 2001). 

Owing to divided tasks and multiple understandings in projects, commonly, each 

stakeholder is in concordance with its particular sub-environment and has information 

merely from its specific sub-environment (Lawrence & Lorsch [1967] 1986) which 

causes probable sub-goal pursuit (March & Simon [1958] 1993). Consequently, the 

project in overall may be in conflict, i.e. the sub-goal pursuits of stakeholders presumably 

contravene overall goal of the project (March & Simon [1958] 1993).  

As to relation between dimensions, effective and rational organizations exert to fit 

integration requirements and capacity of integration (Galbraith 1973). Stakeholders often 

prioritize their immediate needs to project’s wholistic goal (March & Simon [1958] 1993, 

p. 152) which restricts the integration capacity of the project. Moreover, integration 

mechanisms mostly involve expenses, therefore excessive integration capacity would not 

be rational neither (Trauttmann et al. 2009). 

For the favor of well functioning integration management, project managers should first 

start with integration requirement determination and assessment (requisite integration). 

Then they can structure integration mechanisms in accordance with the requirements. 

Regarding the level of requisite integration, efforts on IM may vary. In low level of 

requisite integration, simpler and less costly IM, e.g. centralization and formalization, can 
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settle the problem while in case of significant integration requirement some other lateral 

IMs can be needed. As for achieved integration, it can be gained regardless of the level 

of requisite integration or they can be reached with the help of various combinations of 

IMs. (Turkulainen 2008) 

Relationship between performance and achieved integration 

Perception of performance varies among studies; performance regards to profits and sales 

in Lawrence & Lorsch ([1967] 1986), efficiency in Van de Ven et al. (1976), and 

employee satisfaction in Dewar & Werbel (1979). All in all, in a broader sense, according 

to Donaldson (2000), performance refers to the level of achievement of pre-set project 

goals meaning that high performance is achieved when goal of project is reached 

(Turkulainen 2008).  

 

Figure 6.  Relationship between integration dimensions (modified from Turkulainen 
(2008)). 

The main benefits of integration are about information (Galbraith 1973; Takeuchi & 

Nonaka 1986). Different stakeholders in varied specilization get information from their 

sub-environment which presumably challenge integration in wholistic manner 

(Turkulainen 2008). High level of achieved integration is needed for project to have 

effective operations (Turkulainen 2008). Relevant and true information ensures coherent 

action which makes project unified and whole to perform better (Turkulainen 2008). 
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However, integration does not always lead to higher performance, since some integration 

mechanisms  may induce significant costs, and increasing the capacity of information 

processing excessively that quite likely will end up with redundancy and additional costs 

(Turkulainen 2008). In conclusion, as mentioned before effective integration 

management seeks balance of integration capacity and integration requirements in order 

to achieve higher performance (Hietajärvi 2017). (see Figure 6 for illustration). 

2.4.2 Drivers for integration 

Interdependence 

Stakeholders are in interaction since behaviour of one stakeholder has an impact on others 

(Davies & Mackenzie 2014). The integration is required greatest in projects with high 

interdependence (Thompson 1967) which is most commonly the case for complex and 

large projects (Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Integration mechanisms have been presented for 

projects to overcome interdependence challenge (Turkulainen 2008). Thompson (1967)  

has revealed typology of interdependence by focusing on type of linkage among different 

units (in PBOs, stakeholders) which consists of three types of interdependence as 

illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7.  Different types of interdependence (modified from Turkulainen (2008)). 

-Pooled interdependence means that each stakeholder has its own discrete contribution to 

the project regardless of other stakeholders (Davies & Mackenzie 2014; Turkulainen 

2008). This is the case mostly in projects where stakeholders have loose interaction needs 

and tasks which can be operated in less integration ( Davies & Mackenzie 2014). 

- In sequential interdependence, a stakeholder’s output becomes an input for another 

stakeholder, as the name recalls, there is a sequential relationship between tasks (Davies 

& Mackenzie 2014). Unlike pooled interdependence, the interdependence order is 

specified (Turkulainen 2008). 
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- As for reciprocal interdependence, each stakeholder is penetrated by the other 

(Thompson 1967, p. 55) and the outputs of each stakeholder becomes the inputs of other 

stakeholders alike sequential interdependence (Davies & Mackenzie 2014; Turkulainen 

2008), however distinguishing feature of reciprocal interdependence is mutual 

relationship of different stakeholders (Turkulainen 2008). 

Uncertainty 

Another reason why organizations need to develope integration mechanisms is to be 

capable of dealing with both external and internal sources of uncertainty (Hietajärvi et al. 

2017a). Complex and large projects inherently contain several internal and external 

sources of uncertainty (Pekkinen 2015). As an example for internal uncertainty, the 

introduction of new technology, e.g. BIM, into a project boosts the probablity of being 

late, going over budget or even failure (Shenhar 1993). In case of external sources of 

uncertainty, they are related to effect by the outsiders of the project, e.g. social, political 

and ecological conditions (Geraldi et al. 2011). Projects in uncertain environment create 

requirement for cross-functional integration among stakeholders ((Tushman & Nadler 

1978; Mitropoulos and Tatum, 2000). Uncertainty becomes higher when the gap between 

the amount of required information and the amount of extant information grows 

(Galbraith 1973). ISO-standard 31004 (2013) has broad description on uncertainty as 

follows: “...The uncertainty which, together with the objectives, gives rise to risk 

originates in the internal and external environment in which the organization operates. 

This can be uncertainty that: is a consequence of underlying sociological, psychological 

and cultural factors associated with human behaviour, is produced by natural processes 

that are characterized by inherent variability, e.g. in weather, is a variation between 

observations in a population, arises from incomplete or inaccurate information, e.g. due 

to missing, misinterpreted, unreliable, internally contradictory or inaccessible data, 

changes over time, e.g. due to competition, trends, new information, changes in 

underlying factors, and is produced by the perception of uncertainty which may vary 

between parts of the organization and its stakeholders...”. 
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Complexity 

In projects, complexity is induced by several stakeholders and challenging project 

environment (Miller & Lessard 2001). Hirschman (1967) ascertains that the complexity 

level of project is not affected only from size, but also from the challenge of fitting 

stakeholders together  into a coherent organization that has ability to respond 

unpredictable and changing conditions. All in all, the complexity of projects refers to 

different stakeholders coming together to present distinct knowledge and expertise (Blau 

& Scott 1962). In order to gain ability to handle complexity, project managers need to be 

aware of integration’s role as a bridging concept for the sake of well fuctioning whole 

organization (Davies & Mackenzie 2014). Integration challenge is the greatest when 

stakeholders are in reciprocal interdependence (Thompson 1967) which is the case in a 

widespread manner in complex and large construction projects (Hietajärvi 2017) wherein 

each stakeholder must mutually conform their operations to other parties (Morris 2013). 

Additionally, task division and integration are in correlation in a way that the division of 

tasks increases integration challenge (Allen & Gabarro 1972, p. 25). Nevertheless, while 

high specialization advances productivity it also boosts integration requirement 

(Turkulainen 2008) 

Opportunity management 

Risks take root from uncertainty in all kinds of organizations (Hietajärvi et al. 2017b). 

PMI (2013) defines risk as “an uncertain event or condition that if it occurs, has a positive 

or negative effect on at least one project objective, such as time, costs, scope or quality.” 

Conspicuous point in definition is that risk relates to both positivity and negativity of 

effect (Hietajärvi et al. 2017b). By contrast with mentioned definition, risk management 

practices commonly focus on managing threats (Hillson 2002; Lehtiranta 2014),  and 

prescind opportunity management, in the sense of “potantial welcome effects on project 

performance” (Ward & Chapman 2003).  Relentless opportunity management plays a 

vital role in complex and dynamic projects (Hietajärvi et al. 2017b). Uncertainty and 

opportunity management should be in integration with other project management 

operations (Jaafari 2001). Organizational culture (Ward & Chapman, 2003) and 

organizational support and interest (Olsson 2007) have been identified as the main 

internal organizational factors for effective opportunity management while ability to 

communicate with the customer and outsider organizations and comprehension of 
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customer’s standpoint have been colocated as external factors by Olsson (2007). Paying 

more attention on customer’s expectations and different organizations’ affect on a 

project’s overall goals enables holistic view of project and improves opportunity 

management (Hietajärvi et al. 2017b). 

2.5 Synthesis of Literature Review 

In large and complex construction projects, project managers have been suffering a lot 

from lack of communication that ensues from interdependent and uncertain work 

environment which can be settled via adjusted integration mechanisms (Morris 2013). 

Performance is ascertained to be highly correlated with achieved integration which can 

be reached via integration mechanisms that are classified and detailed in Figure 8 

(Turkulainen 2008). 

Figure 8.  Integration mechanisms. 
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As mentioned before classification consist of four integration modes: Formal integration 

mechanisms, lateral integration mechanisms, social mechanisms and ICT integration 

mechanisms. What modes consist of what integration mechanisms is presented in Figure 

8. Formal integration mechanisms are built in order to decrease the level of redundant 

communication efforts (Turkulainen 2008) while lateral integration mechanisms refer to 

collaboration and harmony of horizontal organizational units (Artto et al. 2011; Hietajärvi 

et al. 2017a). Thirdly, social mechanisms are supportive means that aim to improve 

gainshare/painshare regime by mechanisms such as reward and sanction systems 

(Edström & Galbraith 1977; Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Finally information systems are 

crucial means as to complement other mechanisms with its rapid information sharing 

feature (Turkulainen 2008; Artto et al. 2011), however project managers should always 

keep in mind the fact that information systems -when used per se- will not be useful (Artto 

et al. 2011).  Integration mechanisms can be costly and not every integration mechanism 

has to be used in every project in the world (Turkulainen 2008), however set of integration 

mechanisms is used in line with the level of requisite integration (Hietajärvi 2017). Thus, 

rational organizations strive to fit their integration capacity -which engendered by 

integration mechanisms- to requirements for integration (Turkulainen 2008). 

Integration needs are induced by several inherent features of PBOs such as 

interdependence (Thompson 1967), uncertainty (Pekkinen 2015), complexity (Davies & 

Mackenzie 2014) and high specialization (Turkulainen 2008). Additionally, achieved 

integration’s contribution to opportunity management in the project is often unheeded 

(Hietajärvi et al. 2017b). Nevertheless, high correlation between efficient innovation 

management (related to opportunity management) and achieved integration is detected by 

Turkulainen (2008). 

Efficient SM and RE are pivotal in order to collect needs (integration needs or other 

needs) (Aapaoja 2014) and create stakeholders that willing more to be integrated with 

each other (Uher & Loosemore 2004). SM should start as early as project management 

team intercourses with other organizations and vicinity (Freeman 1984; Aapaoja 2014). 

SM should always commence with customer value and purpose definition (Aapaoja 

2014); latter, stakeholders should be identified and classified (Aapaoja 2014). 

Identification is not enough alone, since stakeholders are not equal (as one can expect), 

stakeholder salience and assessment come to the point as to prioratization of stakeholder 
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needs (Mitchell et al. 1997, p. 869). In addition, involving stakeholders as early as 

possible is a great way to decrease the level of late changes that can lead severe costs 

(Aapaoja 2014) and also it increases the predictability and even reduces life-cycle costs 

with contribution of stakeholders in different knowledge areas (Möttönen et al. 2009; 

Aapaoja et al. 2013a; Aapaoja 2014). RE is another complementary process that exerts to 

understand, capture and document stakeholders’ needs to get best results (Kotonya & 

Sommerville 1998; Asghar & Umar 2010). 

Finally, as to project procurement forms, RPDA (IPD and PA) is selected as the best PPF 

regarding to conformance with integration endeavors of project managers since RPDA 

lays the ground for aforementioned concepts (Aapaoja et al. 2013c; Lahdenperä 2012) 

with its key features of cooperative culture, team formation, administrational consistency, 

commercial unity, planning emphasis and operational procedures (Lahdenperä 2012). In 

a nutshell, fit between integration capacity -complemented by integration mechanisms-, 

and integration needs –defined by SM and RE- leads the project to be in higher 

performance on the ground of RPDA (Turkulainen 2008). 
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3 EMPIRICAL STUDY 

The main objective of this chapter is to provide knowledge about current status of 

integration mechanisms in case projects. Applied research methodology is presented and 

is followed by description of case projects. Later each case project is examined 

objectively -with as few interpretation as possible- in terms of stakeholder management, 

formal IMs, lateral IMs, social IMs and ICT IMs. Finally, case projects are graded and 

compared regarding IM modes (see figure 10) and individual mechanisms (see figure 11). 

3.1 Methodology 

Literature of PPF -particularly RPDA-, SM and integration management were scanned at 

the beginning of the research for the sake of establishing theoretical background for the 

empirical study. The course of literature review consisted of two main phases: reading 

oriented first phase and writing oriented second phase. Ambiguous concepts for the 

researcher were discussed continuously with the supervisors and further resources were 

adviced constantly in order the researher to acquire strong comprehension during the both 

stages. At the second stage of the literature review, setting interview questionnaire and 

arrangement of case projects pursuits were launched simultaneously. Interview 

questionnaire were prepared in different subjects which starts with warm up questions 

and follows with questions that inquire SM and RPDA indications of case projects. Later 

each IM has been discussed with interviewees under the light of questionnaire. Then, 

questionnaire ends up with questions that approach integration in wider perspective. (see 

Appendix 1) 

Five prospective projects have been determined; however, three case projects are 

involved from Finland and Turkey with aspects differing in project types, project 

durations and budgets; however, all the case projects are owned by public authorities (see 

Table 5). Enough data have been collected from one Finnish case project; nevertheless, 

the researcher has believed that one case project was not enough to understand the current 

state of use of integration mechanisms in Turkish side. That is why two case projects from 

Turkey have been included to the thesis for the sake of reliability of data. Moreover, 
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interview questionnaire has been translated also into Turkish to conduct interviews in the 

mother tongue.  

 

Table 5. Details of case projects. 

Note: FHP 2030: Future Hospital Project 2030. 

 

Data  have been collected from case projects with empirical study by means of semi-

structured concurrent interviews with project managers of different stakeholders. One 

interview was made by phone, three interviews were made via Skype and the rest of them 

were conducted face-to-face whether in the work-site or in an office of interviewee’s 

organization. Interviewees are endeavoured to be selected from different key stakeholders 

particularly from project owner, main contractor and main designer, as presented in Table 

6, in order to validate data from different resources. First interview was conducted in 

December 2017 and the last one was arranged in February 2018. As for durations, the 

shortest interview has lasted for 50 minutes while the longest interview took more than 

one-and-a half hour. All the interviews except one from Vakıflar Project (still, notes were 

taken) were recorded with interviewees’ permission in order to have more effective 

process of data analysis.  

Case Projects Country / City Project Type Project Duration Estimated Cost
Approx. Project 

Completion Rate

FHP 2030 Finland / Oulu Hospital Renovation 15 years EUR 500 M 10%

Kabataş Project Turkey / Istanbul Infrastructure 12 years
EUR 60 M

(TL 300 M)
30%

Vakıflar Project Turkey / Istanbul Office Tower Building 3 years
EUR 142 M

 (TL 711 M)
30%
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Table 6. Details of interviews. 

 

All the interview recordings were lined up in an Excel document after transcription and 

translation of data. Based on data from interviews, each IM’s implementation in each case 

project is graded in this resarch study and projects are compared with each other. On what 

modes case projects are more integrated is also inquired. Based on the key findings of 

empirical study, each case project is examined and IMs with the lowest achievement 

levels are identified and discussed with interpretation of researcher from both literature 

and interviews in order to provide more valuable content to the literature in Chapter 4. 

 

 

 

 

Case Projects
Number of 

Interviews

Interviewed 

Stakeholders
Roles of Informants

Duration of 

Interviews in 

Total

FHP 2030 6

Project Owner

Main Designer

Designer

Main Contractor

Client Representative

Engineering

Project owner

Head of main designer

Head of designer

Head of project management in main 

contractor

Project manager

Engineering director

7 hours 9 min

Kabataş Project 4

Main Contractor

Main Contractor

Main Designer (two 

interviewees)

Project Owner

Project manager

Site manager

Project manager in design team

Architect in design team

Head of corporate projects management

4 hours 19 min

Vakıflar Project 4
Client Representative

Main Contractor

Main Contractor

Main Designer

Project Manager

Head of project management in contractor

Design office coordinator in contractor

Project manager in main designer

4 hours 12 min
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3.2 Analysis of case projects 

3.2.1 Descriptions of case projects 

Future Hospital 2030 

Future Hospital Project 2030 (FHP 2030), an alliance project, is renewal program of Oulu 

University Hospital that currently serves to  741,000 people in northern Finland. The old 

hospital built at the end of 1960s and is no longer enough to meet the healthcare needs of 

the district. The objectives of the renovation project are to improve quality, productivity, 

efficiency and effectiveness of treatment. The renewal program is divided into partial 

projects which are intended to be realised consecutively in order to disrupt the operations 

of the hospital as little as possible. The first stage of the Future Hospital 2030 programme 

is the renewal of children’s and women’s hospital. Renovation project is piloted by the 

alliance leading group which consists of project owner, design team (3 architecture 

companies), main contractor, project manager, engineering director, HVAC contractor 

and end-users. The project will be concluded in 2030 and EUR 500 million investment is 

allocated for modernisation of hospital’s functions and premises. Project is owned by the 

City of Oulu and Healthcare District Management of Northern Finland. However whole 

healthcare system is under renovation thus project owner may change in the following 

years. Approximately 10 % of the project is completed even though implementation phase 

has not started yet by January 2018. 

Kabataş Project 

Kabataş region is located at the center of Istanbul which makes Kabataş natural hub for 

transportation. Besides, Kabataş is a town that located at the edge of European continent. 

The strait called Bosphorus divides Europe from Asia and has high volume of sea traffic 

which makes Kabataş strategically important for the transportation of the city and the 

country. Inter-city and in-city ferries, tourist busses and city busses, tram,  carriageway 

are the transportation options that can be taken in Kabataş which has no much space for 

all the facilities. Historical attractions in the town bring in many tourists to the town and 

football stadium that is placed in the town brings approximetaly 40.000 people to the 

neighbourhood in even weeks. All of these features of the town causes severe chaos of 

transportation traffic and unfortunately the city has experienced numerous traffic 
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accidents involving death or injury. As a result, the city managers decided to have a 

project that sets out the transportation with integration. 

The first contract about the project has been signed in 2008, even though works about 

regulation of transportation has begun in first half of 2000s. The project contains taking 

carriageway underground and making on-ground space merely open for pedestrians, 

integrating public transportation, greening the area, bringing in a square to the city and 

underground parking lot for the city and tourist busses.  

Implementation phase started around a year ago and approximately %30 of the entire 

project is now completed by February 2018. When the interviews were conducted, sea 

structures of the project were newly concluded and project was at the stage of preperations 

to start to the land structures. The project is estimated to conclude in 2020 with budget of  

EUR 80 million (400 million TL). Unit price contracting is selected as the PPF as 

prevalent form in infrastructure sector in the country due to high uncertainty in costs. 

Vakıflar Project 

Vakıflar Bank Office and Facilities Project (Vakıflar Project) is part of larger scale project 

-called Istanbul International Financial Center (IIFC). The main goal of the IIFC is 

gathering the head offices of the country’s financial market: governing bodies, state 

owned and private banks and related businesses which will be located in 70 hectares and 

the total project cost of IIFC is US$ 2.6 billion. Thus Vakıflar Project is neighbor to some 

other large work-sites. Vakıflar Bank is state-owned deposit bank. The subject of the 

Vakıflar Project includes two towers: Block A contains 52 storeys and Block B contains 

30 storeys, moreover the total indoor space is 260.000 m2. Overall budget of the project 

is EUR 142 million (TL 711 million) + taxes. The project’s target conclusion time is 

September 2020 while the first contract has been signed in March 2017. The project is 

conducted by traditional approach, in particular turnkey lump-sum contracting is chosen 

as PPF. 
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3.2.2 Future Hospital 2030 

Stakeholder management 

Even though stakeholder management is not conducted in a “systematic” way, 

stakeholders are managed with some indications of the SM literature under the leadership 

of the project owner. For internal stakeholders, customer’s value is crucial so much so 

that end users (doctors and nurces) are also included to the project planning and they are 

demonstrated some 3D, one-to -one scale simulations (Computer Aided Virtual 

Environment) of the project in order that different possibilites can be discussed with 

exploitation of end-users’ expertise as well. Guidelines and key result areas are presented 

based on client’s needs and targets which are schedule, quality, safety and publicity. 

Stakeholders are revealed by the informants as project owner, design team (3 companies), 

main contractor, project manager, end users (doctors, nurces and patients), engineering 

organization, subcontractors, other designers and side contractors. Stakeholders are not 

classified and gauging their salience is overlooked. Early involvement is substantial for 

the project owner who involved other stakeholders as early as possible. Yet, the main 

contractor involved to the project after eighteen months. However, implementation phase 

had not started for another one year. Contractor has been selected one year before the 

implementation phase started so that they could have mutual phase together in order to 

develop the concepts in collaboration. All the key stakeholders formed a team called 

alliance leading group. There are number of mechanisms to be utilized in order for 

stakeholders to know what others are doing about the project. Computer aided virtual 

environment (CAVE) is an essential tool for the project so that internal and external 

stakeholders can be kept updated about design. Latest design data is also uploaded to 

project bank that is open for every participant.   

Early involvement of the key stakeholders improved trustful and cooperative culture and 

also helped to establish “Winning or losing together” mindset in early phases. Key 

stakeholders and other teams are selected based on aforementioned mindset along with 

technical knowledge, experience, references, innovation capability and resources. 

Financial risks and rewards are shared with stakeholders and garanteed by the contract. 

Stakeholders are aware that they are in same boat, they sink or swim together so much so 

that all the project is run with the overall same budget. Additionally, transparency is 

ensured with open-book way of working.  
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Lean management principles are also basic tools for the project managers to enhance 

productivity in work. Target-value-design is everyday work and planning system is 

established based on that. However concepts as for pull based planning and value-stream-

mapping were unfamiliar to some of the informants. Key stakeholders have studied lean 

management with the consultants in a practical manner in order to increase the awareness 

of collaboration pursuit in the project. 

Formal integration mechanisms 

All the key stakeholders that form the alliance group involved to the definition process of 

the same shared overall goal that consisted of overall targets. Overall goals were 

evaluated and finalized together in early phases by the help of consultants for the sake of 

efficiency. Additionally, the same overall goals are set and exploited together in order for 

the parties to engage overall goals rather than organizational targets. 

In addition to prevalent policies and rules about design and finance, there are also policies 

that are brought in by RPDA such as open book, innovations are being shown up, creating 

value for money and rules about establishing no-blame culture. Besides, contract is set up 

in a way that awareness of parties can be kept vivid about “winning and loosing together” 

mindset.  

Job descriptions are created at the outset of the project without involvement of the main 

contractor. When the contractor participated, individual and team-wide job descriptions 

were revised and job descriptions became clearer. Comprahensive organization charts 

were made in collaboration as well under the leadership of consultant firms, the project 

manager and the project owner in development phase. 

Inherently, organizations have their segregated standardized reports, nevertheless there 

are basic standardized reports for the whole project as well that are conducted by alliance 

project group such as cost reports. There are operation reports that are prepared weekly 

showing that what have been done during the previous week, what is the plan for the 

following week, what are the risks and how these risks influence overall organization. As 

for design reports, main designer is accountable for collecting reports and hand them out 

to the project management who is responsible for the whole picture. 
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Collaborative working is fundamental for the alliance group and the nature of the 

procurement form itself enhances collaborative working with the help of tools such as 

Big Room, collaborative workshops, inter-organizational meetings, CAVE, Last Planner 

and Target Value Design. Moreover, eagerness of top management to involve in daily 

work shows other stakeholders that top management is committed to the project and ready 

to take action to improve the work. 

In development phase, alliance group has written the project plan however, when the main 

contractor was selected they realized that the plan needed to be altered drastically. Early 

planning undoubtedly plays an important role in FHP 2030. However too detailed and 

early planning is perceived impractical since the main contractor had been selected one-

and-a half years after determination of alliance leading group. In the mutual phase, project 

plan became more flexible and realistic with involvement of the main contractor. An 

example reveiled by one of the respondents: 

“...The preliminary plan was discussed together and we realized that first stage of the 

project could not be built in desired quality with the determined budget. Thanks to the 

cooperative culture that we built we found solution together that is assembling two 

buildings. With this solution € 40 million is saved for just being flexible in project plan...”   

FHP 2030 is governed by layered management system as described in Table 7. Decision 

making system is clearly described to stakeholders to prevent confusion about decision 

making responsibilities of management groups. Not all decisions are expected to be made 

in alliance leading group in order to cultivate flexible and dynamic decision making 

process. 

Table 7. Management system in FHP 2030. 

Management group Decision level

Alliance leading group
Strategic level decisions, overall decisions

(e.g. Decisions on updating the goals)

Project Management Group Decisions within scope

Work group Daily decisions, preparations for decision making
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Lateral integration mechanisms 

The Big Room concept is the backbone of the project management in FHP 2030. The 

Lean Office – consisting Big Room- is located in work-site premises where the Last 

Planner walls take place as well, however Last Planner has not been fully utilized yet 

since the implementation phase had not started yet. But one informant stated that 

“…definetely, implementation phase is where the Last Planner and BIM are going to 

shine…”. Big Room concept facilitates direct contact extremely between alliance 

members. Still, some challenges has been experienced as for reaching very top of the 

management e.g. project owner. Furthermore, project participants have e-mail addresses 

that are only for the project with the same extension in order to improve the direct contact 

mechanism. 

Whole working method is based on cross-functional teams in FHP 2030. “That is why, 

there is also no need for liaison role”. Besides mentioned management groups, there are 

two fundamental cross-fucntional teams: Tiernaryhmä (design team) and Origo (Design 

team + contructor). These teams occasionally involve outsiders when needed for instance, 

end users, other stakeholders or technical consultants. In addition to design team and 

Origo, teams under the subjects of cost management, procurement and design 

management are also built by involvement of varied participants who gather in the Big 

Room in regular basis. Alliance members congregate in the Big Room twice a week in 

Tuesdays and Thursdays and sometimes Wednesdays in case of need.  

Even though there is no systematic process for engaging key personnel, it is perceived 

that key personnel are quite engaged to the project because of the facts that the project is 

unique in its own certain ways and employees are made feeling that they have direct 

contributions to the processes. Reflection sessions are conducted every week so that 

expertise of all the contributors could be availed. Yet, the project managers experienced 

some loses of key personnel that live in southern Finland basically because of the fact 

that they were fatigued of travelling. On the side of contractor, the salaries of the 

employees are not fixed which means that for people who work in more important 

projects, extra bonus is added to employees’ income. 

Respondents mostly argued the difficulty of cross-functional job rotation in construction 

projects. Simply high expertise of employees is indicated as the main reason. 
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Nevertheless one of the interviewees has stated that this might be implemented in future 

phases. 

Social integration mechanisms 

Project alliance paves the way for improving communication via its tools like Big Room, 

collaborative working, inclusionary workshops. Besides, get together parties are 

organized as well neighter so frequently nor so rare along with sports events, for instance 

golf play, football mathces. Project managers aim stakeholders to know each other better 

outside of the work as well to enhance collaboration capacity of the project by mentioned 

events. Events are mostly organized by the project owner and recognizes no hierarchy or 

boundaries between organizations. 

As for reward system, the project is not at the phase that any part of the reward mechanism 

can be implemented however the contract contains truly detailed reward structure which 

focuses more on the main contractor’s operations since “they take more part of the risk”. 

Reward structure comprises bonus earnings that are going to be calculated based on 

accomplishment of key target areas.  Alliance members have defined key target areas in 

early phases of the development stage based on customer needs that contain schedule, 

quality, safety and publicity targets. Consequently, bonus earnings are planned to be paid 

following the conclusion of the project. 

ICT integration mechanisms 

Information Technologies are commonly used in the FHP 2030.  Respondents indicated 

that BIM and project bank are widely used tools in the project. Project bank is open for 

everyone in the project and all documents are in cloud for the sake of easy access. BIM 

is certified by The Industry Foundation Classes in order that different parties can discuss 

over sycned data more effectively. BIM is foreseen to be exploited most intensively in 

implementation  phase in particular the early stages. Thus BIM had not been utilized 

throughly from the beginning of the project, since implementation phase had not been 

launched yet. The respondents also stressed the point of contemplation about BIM usage 

in construction site. BIM Kiosks are planned to be located in work-site during the 

implementation phase so that shop-floor employees can have acces to latest version of 

the BIM models as soon and easy as possible. As a result, foremen and workers are aimed 

to be kept updated with the latest changes. In near future, this process could also alter to 
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the mechanism so that the construction team leaders will have their own tablets with BIM 

access. 

In the selection process of the design team and the contractors, virtual design and 

construction capability were presented as one of the key criteria. Hence, key stakeholders 

have strong competence on the virtual design and construction.  

CAVE plays an important role for the stakeholders to discuss over one-to-one scaled 

design especially with the end users who do not necessarily have ability to read blueprints. 

Furthermore, there is no systematic approach for monitoring the IT capability of the 

stakeholders who are in high confidence about their IT capacity since cutting-edge IT 

capability was presented as a key criterion in the selection process. Visual lean 

construction tools such as Last Planner and visual process maps take part in daily work 

as well in order to cooperatively plan the next stages of the project. Cost and schedule 

processes are partly visualized, however visualization of processes are still ongoing.  
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Status summary of use of integration mechanisms in FHP 2030 

Short descriptions of use of each integration mechanism for FHP 2030 are presented in 

Table 8. 

Table 8. Status summary of use of IMs in FHP 2030. 

IM

Mode

Integration

Mechanism
Implementation in the project

Shared overa l l  goals
are defined together by a l l iance group in early defini tion phase based on key result 

areas  coming from customer’s  needs .

Written pol icies  and 

rules

are set in early phases  upon open-book concept, innovations  being shown, no-blame 

culture, win or loose together mindset, creating va lue for money.

Job descriptions  and 

organizational  charts
are made in development phase, then updated with involvement of the contractor.

Standardized project 

reports

templates  are created at the beginning about costs , operations , ri sk management and 

des ign.

Col laborative working
is  endeavored with concepts  l ike Big room, inter-organizational  meetings  and 

workshops , CAVE and Last Planner. 

Written project plan
is  prepared in early phases  together, however they needed to change drastica l ly when 

contractor was  involved.

Centra l i zed decis ion 

making

is  one of the main key i ssues  so that decis ion making i s  managed by three layered 

management groups .

Cooperative cul ture
is  endeavored by top management and team selection cons idered cooperative cul ture 

of each candidate.

Lia ison role has  not been needed  because organizations  are a l ready interwined.

Cross -functional  teams
conduct overa l l  process  (e.g. des ign management team, procurement team, 

implementation team and cost management team).

Inter-organizational  

meetings
are conducted in Big room periodica l ly.

Big Room is  heart of the project management that i s  located in works i te.

Direct contact
is  faci l i tad by the Big Room concept. People a lso have their e-mai l  addresses  with the 

same extens ion.

Engaging key 

personnel

is  not appl ied systematica l ly. It i s  bel ieved that participants  are engaged to the 

project due to i ts  chal lenging and unique nature. Sti l l , project lost some of the key 

personnel .

Cross -functional  job 

Rotation

is  in plan for fol lowing years , however majori ty of interviewees  bel ives  that high 

expertise of personnel  hinders  this  IM.

Incentives , bonus  and 

rewards

cons is t bonus  system that i s  described in the contract in deta i l . Bonusses  are going to 

be dis tributed after conclus ion of the project.

Vertica l  and latera l  

communication

is  faci l i tated by Big Room and socia l  events . Bes ides , appl ied PPF i tsel f enhances  

communication.

Virtua l  tools are uti l i zed in da i ly bas is . They are part of everyday work.

Visual  tools
cons is t of Last planner, visual  process  maps  and CAVE that are introduced in the Big 

Room. However visual ization i s  not tota l ly completed.

Joint project bank is  introduced in order s takeholders  to be kept updated.

BIM is  a lso substantia l  tool  for the project so much so that BIM Kioks  are going to be 

set in works i te so that shop-floor workers  and formen can see latest des ign and data.

Monitoring of IT

capabi l i ties

There i s  no systematic approach, however IT capabi l i ty was  one of the key cri teria  in 

selection. Common tra inings  about IT are conducted.
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3.2.3 Kabataş Project 

Stakeholder management 

Project owner bears the responsibility of managing the stakeholders since non-owner 

respondents argued that they have limited authority to manage wholistic operations. 

Beyaz Masa (White Desk) is a complaint and comment desk that is operated by the 

municipality of the city. Beyaz Masa is also set next to the work-site in order to make 

people feel that their voice is heard. Secondly, for public information sharing, a booth is 

set wherein people can have publicities, face-to-face conversation and 3D models of 

concluded project. By this information center, it is aimed to convince people that the 

project actually has no harm to the siluette of the city and place will be greener than it 

was. In designer side, stakeholders, especially the public authorities and the end users, 

are classified as ferry companies, permit authorities. However, the main contractor was 

not involved in this classification process but took place in some of the meetings.  

The main priority is to follow customer’s needs which are completing the project in line 

with the schedule, within appropriate technic, desired quality and without disturbing 

cultural heritage and environment. One of the informants revealed an example of how 

they failed about following customer’s needs: “...There is historical mosque just next to 

us called Molla Çelebi Mosque. During the piling operation, Directorate of Foundations 

complaint us to the Council of Monuments that we damaged the mosque. It was a serious 

problem so the operation had to stop immediately and we were questioned by the Project 

owner. After inquisition which took 15 days, the result was in favour of us. However we 

got bad publicity anyway. As a result, we failed to manage keeping Council of Monuments 

and Directorate of Foundations informed in this phase which also means we could not 

track customer’s needs...” 

Stakeholders are revealed by the informants as project owner, main designer, main 

contractor, end user companies or organizations, people, public authorities (Environment 

and Urbanization Management, Traffic Management, Borough Council, Council of 

Monuments, local vicinity (mosques, navies, neighbours), consultants (about 

impermeability, geotechnic, coastal engineering), infrastructure authorities (natural gas, 

water and sewage, telecommunication and electricity), NGOs (environmentalists), side 

contractors and other designers. 
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Collecting and tracking the stakeholders’ needs was another lacking concept that project 

managers suffered a lot. It  can be easier to explain with an example that is revealed by 

an interviewee: “...Istanbul Fast Ferries ( Istanbul Deniz Otobüsleri-IDO) needed certain 

altitude of quay so that passangers come aboard easily. Even though ferries are 

classified, we somehow skipped IDO and neglect asking altitude of their quay, then we 

built their quay same as other ferry companies. When it is realized that IDO’s ferries are 

not suitable for that quay we had already built it, hence we had to demolish and rebuild 

the quay in collaboration with IDO...”. 

Formal integration mechanisms 

Since Kabataş project is run by traditional PPF, processes are segregated and integration 

of the project dynamics is quite limited. Job descriptions and organizational charts are for 

the organizations themselves and they are not to share with other stakeholders. 

Nevertheless the contracts have untagged organizational charts which are attached with 

job descriptions of teams. Moreover, integration is referred so that stakeholders know 

with whom they have to work in coordination. Project owner expects key stakeholders to 

share the same overall goal. Overall goal is not optimized with the key stakeholders’ 

contribution. Written policies and rules are not more than legal-forced rules such as 

quality standards, occupational health and safety. 

Most of the respondents agreed that collaborative working is one notion that is partly 

neglected in Kabataş project. Working in collaboration is pursued by personal endeavor 

which is not widened through overall organization. Production reports are standardized 

and are done on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. In addition, PPF necessitates monthly 

based claim reports which are believed as a factor that enhances integration between 

project owner and the main contractor since these reports pave the way for coordination 

through regular meetings. 

Preliminary plan encompassing the implementation phase was written in early phases of 

the development stage by the project owner and the main designer. The preliminary plan 

has been updated since the beginning because of the fact that the project is uncertain with 

many parameters, thus the plan had to be flexible. Project planners increased to three 

participants with the involvement of the main contractor. Three departments 

(Infrastrcuture Services, Infrastructure Projects Management and the Monitoring 
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Council) of the municipality participated in the project planning from the beginning. As 

expected, project owner and the main contractors are the ones who have more dominance 

in implementation phase. As for the challenges, the process of approval from the Council 

of Monuments is quite difficult and long lasting. Therefore, decision makers agreed to 

launch the project despite unterminated permits which increased uncertainty again and 

made project plan looser that resulted in recurring interrupts by the Council of 

Monuments. 

Lateral integration mechanisms 

In Kabataş project, inter-organizational sessions are called “coordination meetings” 

which means that such meetings are related to integration of processes and getting to 

know each other’s agenda. Project owner has assigned two control engineers to interact 

with the project implementers in certain periods. One of control engineers visits the work 

site 3 times in a week and one comes over twice a month. Top management of the 

contracting firm and the project owner gather monthly and weekly. In earlier phases of 

implementation, three key stakeholders including the main designer were meeting more 

often however due to the interruptions in the project, meetings were halted as well, then 

project owner started to meet with the main designer and main contractor seperately. Big 

Room or Big Room-like concept that ensures integrated work is not exploited, hence 

project is run by segregated organizational structure. In fact, neither the main designer 

nor the project owner has premises in the work-site, yet it is in managers’ agenda. The 

proposal about the settlement of main designer and the project owner is such that parties 

are going to settle in dividual facilities. As well as direct contact is not arduous in whole, 

stakeholders experienced some challenges of direct contact with each other particularly 

main contractor having difficulty to reach the main designer occasionally.  In regard to 

inter-organizational team structure, there are no pre-set groups, yet teams are built and 

dispersed based on the project agenda. Constant information flow has been argued as one 

of the most important endeavors in the project. E-mailing and Whatsapp groups that 

consist of key stakeholders are the basic tools to pursue the information flow. 
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Social integration mechanisms 

Systematic approach for reward or bonus program have not been applied, nevertheless in 

terms of personnel, performance is one of the parameters that has affect on wage in some 

of the key stakeholders. As prevalent in the country, new year’s eve programs, Ramadan 

dinners are possibilities of getting together. All the organizations are invited to such 

events  without hierarchy. Sports events are also organized in order to lighten the stress 

however such sports events have mostly participants from main contractor, 

subcontractors and the project owner.  

ICT integration mechanisms 

Virtual tools such as e-mailing, electronic conference and video meeting technologies are 

utilized in everyday work. Processes are mapped visually and painted in line with the 

progress however such visual maps are far from being tool that exceeds organizational 

boundaries. They are essentially used personal-wide or team-wide. As for project bank, 

some of the key stakeholders store project data to online document storage service in 

order to keep the data safe and accessible. It seems that decision makers overlook BIM 

tool in the project management;however, Primavera is constantly utilized. Basic tools 

such as Autocad and Microsoft Excel are inquired in recruitment process. As for other IT 

skills, employees are expected to improve by practicing. Monitoring process of ICT 

capabilities was argued to be nonessential. 
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Status summary of use of integration mechanisms in Kabataş Project 

Short descriptions of use of each integration mechanism for Kabataş Project are presented 

in Table 9. 

Table 9. Status summary of use of IMs in Kabataş Project. 

IM

Mode

Integration

Mechanism
Implementation in the project

Shared overa l l  goals
Overa l l  goals  were determined by project owner, then shared with key s takeholders , 

however they are not discussed.

Written pol icies  and 

rules

are l imited with lega l -forced regulations  such as  qual i ty s tandards  and occupational  

health and safety rules .

Job descriptions  and 

organizational  charts

are done by organizations  and for themselves . There i s  no overa l l  organizational  chart 

or job description matrix that includes  overa l l  organization.

Standardized project 

reports
l imited to common reports  related to production, des ign and cla im.

Col laborative working
is  not approached systematicly. Personal  endeavor can be observed occas ional ly 

however i t does  not exceed organizational  boundaries .

Written project plan
was  made in early phases  by project owner and main des igner. Then i t was  renewed 

drastica l ly when the main contractor was  involved.

Centra l i zed decis ion 

making

Decis ions  are mostly made by the top management of s takeholders . Occas ional  

centra l i zation on decis ion making can be observed.

Cooperative cul ture
is  l imited s ince there i s  no encouragement from top management of any s takeholders . 

Organizations  are segregated.

Lia ison roles
are appointed to some of the employees  in certa in subjects , however there i s  no 

organization or person that have the respons ibi l i ty of bridging the s takeholders .

Cross -functional  teams
Employees  group up in l ine with burning i ssue then disperse so there i s  no pre-set 

cross -functional  team.

Inter-organizational  

meetings

are conducted periodica l ly in particular in earl ier phases . Such meetings  cons is t of 

project owner, control  organization, main des igner and main contractor.

Big Room
is  not exploi ted. Moreover, nei ther main des igner nor project owner has  place in 

works i te.

Direct contact
is  mostly easy, nevertheless  communication between main des igner and main 

contractor has  occas ional ly been problematic.

Engaging key 

personnel
There i s  no overa l l  perspective.

Cross -functional  job 

Rotation
has  not been implemented and is  not in agenda.

Incentives , bonus  and 

rewards

The contracts  do not cover reward system. Yet, sa laries  are arranged based on a lso 

performance in main contractor and main des igner in individual  manner.

Vertica l  and latera l  

communication
is  tried to be improved by get together parties  and sports  events .

Virtua l  tools are uti l i zed in da i ly bas is . They are part of everyday work.

Visual  tools
Visual  process  maps  are uti l i zed but they are far from being tools  that exceed 

organizational  boundaries .

Each key s takeholder has  i ts  own project bank. Access  to each other's  project banks  i s  

not poss ible.

Primavera  i s  common tool  that i s  exploi ted for project management.

Monitoring of IT

capabi l i ties
is  not needed by s takeholders .
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3.2.4 Vakıflar Project 

Stakeholder management 

Stakeholders are revealed by the informants as project owner, client representative (CR), 

main designer, main contractor, implementation designers, land supplier, consultants 

(about façade, fire, green building, logistics), subcontractors, landscapists and local 

vicinity. 

There is no systematic approach for stakeholder management, however when the concept 

is explained to the informants, they all agreed that client representative (CR) has the main 

responsibility to manage the stakeholders. CR’s needs were presented as the preferential 

to the others’ needs as they represent the client who is not in the work intensely. 

Description of customer’s needs was provided in the contract and those needs are 

remained stable to a large extent. Small revisions in customer’s needs are made in line 

with regulation updates (e.g. revision in elevator regulation). As for monitoring of 

customer’s requirements, control processes were established at the outset of the project 

in order for main designer and the CR to track the needs in the implementation phase. 

Even though processes are segregated, stakeholders keep each other informed about what 

is on agendas so they are not complete secret.  

Formal integration mechanisms 

Overall goals were revealed as finalizing the project within schedule, in determined 

quality and budget. They were set by the project owner and the CR together in a way that 

they do not come into conflict with organizational goals. Overall goals are shared with 

the key stakeholders in selection process which resulted in signing contract that also 

encloses job matrixes of signitory party but not overall organization. Key stakeholders 

have chance to crosscheck which operations should be done in collaboration with CR by 

means of job matrixes in the contract. Wholistic organizational chart is not applied, yet 

main contractor has partly inter-organizational and vivid organizational chart that also 

includes subcontractors. Alterations occur in vivid organizational chart in case new  

subcontractors are involved or subcontractors have their tasks completed. In favor of 

convenience, organizational chart is uploaded to the online portal, yet it is exclusively 

limited to the main contractor. Job description matrixes are also utilized as guidance for 

decision limits of parties and individuals. Before the main contractor had been selected, 

decisions were completely centralized in a way that almost all the decision were in 
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collaboration of main designer and the CR. In second phase of the project, decision 

making mechanism has been transformed to decentralization by the involvement of the 

main contractor. 

In terms of written policies and rules that regard overall organization, one of the most 

substantial policy is about communication rules. As mentioned before, since the project 

owner has no expertise on construction business, client representative company who has 

permission to make decisions on behalf of the project owner is assigned. The CR is named 

in the project as “Entegre Proje Yönetimi” which literally means  “Integrated Project 

Management”. The reason why CR has been named Integration Project Management is 

that CR has the main responsibility of keeping 4 key stakeholders integrated: project 

owner, main contractor, main designer and the landowner (see Figure 9). None of 

mentioned stakeholders can communicate with each other without notifying the CR. For 

an example in practice, if a main contractor requires data from the main designer they 

should reach the CR first and explain the subject, then CR gets the data and shares with 

the main contractor. On the other hand, policies about inter-organizatiol presentations, 

production and operations are released by the CR. 

 

Figure 9.  Flow of communication and reporting in Vakıflar Project. 
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Regarding to standardized project reports, CR has released the report templates 

immediately after signing the contracts in order for other stakeholders to follow through. 

Yet, in the implementation phase report templates are used merely to inform the CR but 

are not utilized for their internal operations. Thus some processes are monitored by 

different kinds of report templates. In general, three periodic reports are conducted to 

monitor the plans. First, daily reports show basically what is done in previous day while 

weekly reports encompasses the program of next week. Lastly, monthly basis reports are 

elaborately written so much so that they consist of financial goals and purchasings as 

well. The reports are perceived to be monitoring mechanism for written project plan. CR 

has prepared the preliminary plan together with the project owner. Later the overall plan 

has been divided into two sub-plans in accordance with the development and 

implementation phases. The plan about development phase was presented to the main 

designer and implementation plan was presented to the main contractor separately. Later, 

technical offices of the main designer and the main contractor degrade the wholistic plans 

into weekly plans in accordance with the set milestones. 

Lateral integration mechanisms 

While integration is important in projects with RPDA, segregation is important in 

Vakıflar Project. That is why, liaison role mechanism is the best implemented and the 

most crucial mechanism in the project. Liaison role is taken by CR who is not only the 

client representative but also the center of communication in the project. Being CR the 

centre of the communication is perceived as the disadvantage in case stakeholders need 

to contact directly but this disadvantage was argued that it stays in the background till 

now. Majority of the respondents stated that this formal way of communication is efficient 

due to the fact that this way resolves complexity of communication. 

Inter-organizational meetings -called coordination meetings- are organized by the CR 

frequently. In development phase, coordination meetings had been organized merely 

between the main designer and the CR and if necessary the consultants roughly twice a 

week. In implementation phase, main designer dropped off these meetings and substituted 

with the main contractor. Implementation phase consists of coordination meetings once a 

week. Main contractor also has coordination meetings with subcontractors weekly. 

Respondents were on board that current integration level is enough and pre-set cross-

functional teams may complicate the processes. One of the respondents stated that              
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“.. People already work in coordination and cross-functional teams are set and disperse 

quickly...”.  

Engaging key personnel was a contradictive topic for especially the project manager in 

contractor firm. He said “...firms should not have mechanism for engaging the key 

personnel, if the employees could not engage themselves to such project they should just 

quit...” Project itself is 3 years lasting project and respondents concur that cross-functional 

job rotation in such short-lasting project will be waste of money due to the fact that 

assigned personnel in this project were already rotated from some other projects and they 

think personnel probably are not willing for such mechanism as well. 

Social integration mechanisms 

When the project is contemplated wholly, there is no reward mechanism that is mentioned 

in the contract but there is penalty structure that relates to the delays. However, main 

contractor firm keeps employees’ performance cards that also contain non-conformity 

reports of their personnel. Besides non-conformity reports, performance bonus of the 

personnel are also calculated based on organizational and personal goals. Within other 

key stakeholder there is no performance evaluation. Stakeholders organize social events 

such as picnics, new year’s eve program and ramadan dinners however these 

organizations are not conducted inter-organizationally too. 

ICT integration mechanisms 

Operations are visualized in order to be described better to CR in weekly presentations. 

Besides, visual process maps are prepared; however, they are merely for implementers 

and not to be shared with other stakeholders. The visual materials are hung on the work-

site so that shop-floor workers and formen can see the whole picture. 

BIM is substantial ICT tool that is utilized by main implementers and designers. Since 

the main contractor has many other projects as well, personnel affairs are handled by the 

online portal. As for storing the data, key stakeholders have servers open for their own 

organizations and there is no common server that is open for everyone. CR’s access to 

the project banks of main designer and the main contractor has not been ensured yet, 

limited integration in these project banks with CR is thought and work on giving access 
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to CR is still ongoing. The plan is so that main contractor and main designer are not going 

to have access for each other’s project banks. 

In the designer side, smart-phone applications and software were developed in order for 

desired stakeholders and their own employees to have easy access to design data and 3D 

models. These applications and softwares have a feature of contributing to project bank 

concept as well. On the other hand, main contractor acquired SAP software in order to 

optimize their resources. All of the respondents stated that there is no specific process to 

monitor the ICT capability of the organizations and see what parts have neglegence about 

the required tool. However, it was implied that neglegence on ICT capability can be found 

easily by just tracking the faulty process backwards and weakest link can be determined. 

In the main designer organization, software capability of the personnel are kept on matrix, 

thus personnel can be employed in line with their ICT capability. 
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Status summary of use of integration mechanisms in Vakıflar Project 

Short descriptions of use of each integration mechanism for Vakıflar Project are presented 

in Table 10. 

Table 10. Status summary of use of IMs in Vakıflar Project. 

IM

Mode

Integration

Mechanism
Implementation in the project

Shared overa l l  goals

Overa l l  goals  are defined by project owner and the CR at outset, later are shared with 

key s takeholders  immediately after selection process ; however, they are not 

discussed.

Written pol icies  and 

rules

Bes ides  organizational  pol icies  and rules , there are a lso rules  about how to proceed 

inter-organizational  communication and presentations .

Job descriptions  and 

organizational  charts

are taken place in the contracts , however they were untagged. Additional ly, they are 

not used in practice.

Standardized project 

reports

Project report templates  were created by CR and released to the key s takeholders . 

However, s takeholders  use separate templates  to run their processes .

Col laborative working
There i s  no dis tinct effort, and boundaries  are perceived as  chal lenge for col laborative 

work.

Written project plan
Prel iminary plan was  prepared and mi lestones  were defined merely by the CR, then 

key s takeholders  prepared their own plans  in l ine with those. 

Centra l i zed decis ion 

making

In development phase, decis ions  were made jointly whi le in implementation phase 

decis ion making i s  dispersed.

Cooperative cul ture Top management does  not encourage cooperative cul ture.

Lia ison roles CR is  the only s takeholder that has  respons ibi l i ty for bridging.

Cross -functional  teams
Employees  group up in l ine with burning i ssue then disperse so there i s  no pre-set 

cross -functional  team.

Inter-organizational  

meetings

are conducted by CR periodica l ly whether with main des igner (in development phase) 

or main contractor (in implementation phase). Sometimes , CR ca l l s  both s takeholders  

for a  meeting.

Big Room

is  not exploi ted. 

The construction settlement conta ins  premises  for every key s takeholders . Premises  

are vis i ted periodica l ly.

Direct contact
is  not easy so much so that officia l  contact between main des igner and main 

contractor i s  restricted by the contract.

Engaging key 

personnel

There i s  no such process . Even some of the informants  impl ied that management 

should not try to engage key personnel .

Cross -functional  job 

Rotation

There i s  no such process . Short duration of project and high expertise of employees  

were presented as  reasons .

Incentives , bonus  and 

rewards

Reward system is  not implemented in the project. However the contracts  cover 

penalties  for prospective delays .

Vertica l  and latera l  

communication

Stakeholders  organize get together parties  and events  for their own staff. Sti l l , there 

are no inter-organizational  events .

Virtua l  tools are uti l i zed in da i ly bas is . They are part of everyday work.

Visual  tools
Visual  process  maps  are introduced by the main contractor, however they are only for 

them and subcontractors .

BIM is  common tool  for both main des igner and main contractor. They both use BIM in 

organizational  level .

Key s takeholders  have their own separate project banks . Giving access  to CR to 

separate project banks  are in their agenda.

Main des igner has  developed software and mobi le appl ications  to ease the access  of 

des ign data.

Monitoring of IT

capabi l i ties

There i s  no comprehens ive approach for monitoring IT capabi l i ty. Yet, main des igner 

has  IT capabi l i ty matrix for their own staff.
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3.3 Synthesis of empirical analysis 

All the examined projects have well-known, internationally successfull key participants; 

besides volumes of the case projects are not drastically different. Thus, I believe 

inconsistent comparison is not the case in this research study. FHP 2030 has definite 

precedence comparing with Turkish construction projects. Based on the interviews, FHP 

2030, Kabataş Project and Vakıflar Project are graded 7.8, 4.7 and 4.9 respectively out of 

10 (see Figure 10) in terms of integration level. All the three projects indicate more 

achievement level on formal and ICT integration mechanisms rather than lateral and 

social IMs. FHP 2030 is integrated most on formal and ICT modes and has lowest 

achievement level in lateral IMs which is still way higher than other case projects. 

Secondly, Kabataş Project seems to have more formal interation success than other modes 

while lowest achievement level appears to be on social IMs in which Vakıflar Project has 

lowest integration level as well. The most successfull integration mode of Vakıflar Project 

is ICT mechanisms. In fact, Turkish construction projects’ capacities of integration are 

pretty close to each other and together they are slightly below the moderate level. 

Additionally, achievement levels of individual IMs in all the case projects are compared 

and illustrated in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10.  Comparison of achievement levels of integration modes in case projects. 
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In terms of formal integration mode, both the Turkish projects are moderately integrated 

while FHP 2030’s achievement level is high. FHP 2030 performs eminent proofs of high 

integration capacity level on written policies and rules, job descriptions and 

organizational charts, standardized project reports and collaborative working. Vakıflar 

project has the lowest achievement level on collaborative working due to the 

communication restrictions. As for standardized project reports all the examined projects 

have succeeded to have a well defined and implemented structure which led them to 

increase their capacity. Cooperative working and written project plan means are poorly 

implemented in Kabataş Project while in Vakıflar Project mechanisms that necessitates 

inter-organizational contributions such as shared overall goal and collaborative working 

have low level of accomplishment. 

 

Figure 11.  Comparison of achievement levels of individual IMs in case projects. 

Note: Degree of achievement level increases with distance from the center. 
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As for Lateral IMs, FHP 2030 performs well again however neglegence on engaging key 

personnel and cross-functional job rotation lowers the overall achievement status of 

lateral integration mode. Cross-functional job rotation is never considered by both of the 

inquired Turkish construction projects and there are no definite processes for engaging 

the key personnel. Cooperative culture is established in lowest state in Vakıflar Project 

wherein liaison role mechanism is implemented well. There are no pre-set cross-

functional teams in both Turkish projects and teams are mainly built and dispersed 

quickly in case of a problem occurs while FHP 2030 has mindset of running the project 

by teams that have participants from varried organizations. Means that paving the way 

for establishing cooperative culture such as Big Room is not implemented in both Turkish 

projects. Moreover, Kabataş Project managers does not even lay place for main designer 

and project owner in work-site. While in Vakıflar project, all the key stakeholders have 

premises in work-site even though they are settled in different buildings. This is the main 

reason why Vakıflar Project ranked higher than Kabataş Project in terms of Big Room 

mechanism which is fully utilized in FHP 2030 under the leadership of consultants. 

Since limited number of IMs are classified under social integration mode, neglegence of 

one IM can alter overall rank of integration mode drastically for the case projects. The 

key determinant mechanism in the social integration mode is whether the case projects 

have reward structure or not. While FHP 2030 has a well functioning bonus system related 

to key result areas that cover all the key parties, none of other case projects implement 

reward system. As for social events to improve communication, it appears that all the case 

projects have similar organizations, and frequency of conducting such organizations are 

close to each other as well. The respondents argued that such events are conducted in 

order to reveal the stress of staff and get stakeholders to know each other better.  

Finally, as for ICT integration mode, FHP 2030 is the project that has the highest level of 

integration capacity while Kabataş Project has the lowest usage of ICT tools. In selection 

process of key stakeholders, high level of ICT competence was one of the most decisive 

criteria which is the main factor that increase ICT capacity of the overall project. 

Increasing ICT capacity of the project is achieved via plan in setting BIM kiosks in work-

site, CAVE usage, extensive BIM skills and common project bank that has access for 

every stakeholders. In Vakıflar Project, even though ICT know-how is relatively high, 

ICT mechanisms are exploited merely by a stakeholder who owns the tool. Thus inter-
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organizational usage of common tool is not the case in Vakıflar Project. Yet, access of 

some of the ICT mechanisms to CR is still ongoing process. Lastly, Kabataş Project is 

integrated in moderate level in terms of ICT mode. In conclusion, there are no particular 

process for monitoring ICT capabilities of their stakeholders in none of the case projects.  
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4 DISCUSSION 

This chapter basically deals with RQ3 and presents avenues to improve integration in 

Finnish and Turkish large projects in the light of both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The 

challenges and possibilities for implementation of SM and varried IM modes are 

discussed respectively. 

4.1 Stakeholder management 

Stakeholder management is argued to be fundamental a concept for improving integration 

in construction projects (Aapaoja et al. 2013a). Effectively managed SM will have 

unarguably possitive affects for laying a good foundation for integration capability in 

projects. Thus, I perceive that SM is overarching means that covers all the processes and 

help to track the whole picture which will benefit cooperative culture. First of all, as for 

the case projects, none of them have clear approach for stakeholder management. Yet, all 

of the respondents believe that implementation of such process should be considered first 

by project owner or client representative (if there is any). Though no clear endeavor was 

observed, need for SM is in high level in all the inquired projects particularly in Kabataş 

Project. In fact, project managers in Kabataş Project suffered a lot from engagement 

neglegence of some critical stakeholders particularly the Council of Monuments and the 

end users. In FHP 2030, there is certain need for SM which is overcome by already set 

collaborative processes by means of RPDA. Kabataş Project managers has the advantage 

of the City being the project owner, thus it is easier to convince public about the project. 

Yet, negative reactions will never be faded away in such large city with political tension 

due to the fact that such projects evoke the government to opposing society which makes 

the hard project even harder. Lastly, in Vakıflar Project, all the respondents argued that 

CR is the stakeholder that should come to table with such arrangement but SM is not in 

their priority list. 

Effective SM starts with identification of customer value, secondly comes the step of 

tracking needs based on customer value throghout the project period which is significant 

as to keep stakeholders aware of what they have promised at the first time (Aapaoja & 

Haapasalo 2014). All the informants stated that customer needs were first identified in 
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the contract that was signed as a result of negotiations for customer needs. However main 

difference appears after the identification of client’s needs: tracking the needs and 

satisfaction. Customer value is considered all the time and customer value is accepted as 

the value of all key parties and tried to be improved with inclusive processes in FHP 2030. 

End-users are also included to alliance leading group and they are kept informed via 

CAVE about the project model and different possibilities are discussed constantly to 

improve customer value together. However, in Turkish projects client’s needs are not to 

negotiate during the project. Once, the contract is signed, the terms are specified. Non-

owner stakeholders pursue the processes with effort of meeting customer’s demands that 

were defined in the contract and project owners are informed about the processes but are 

not involved. 

The outset phases of construction projects are argued to be the most effective and efficient 

point regarding to value creation, project success thus integration (Aapaoja 2014). As 

described in Chapter 3, FHP 2030 has clear presedence on early involvement of key 

stakeholders. All the key members of alliance leading group were involved to the project 

in very early phases except the main contractor who was selected after a year-and-a-half. 

However, there was mutual phase before actual implementation started. FHP 2030 is a 

long-lasting project and key stakeholders except the main contractor will be working 

throughout the whole project. However, main contractor is selected exclusively for the 

first stage of the whole project. Thus, presumably long-lasting stakeholders needed some 

time to design overall project processes which makes relatively late selection of the main 

contractor of first stage reasonable. If they prefered to work with only one main contractor 

for the whole project -which is not the case-, it would be questionable. In other inquired 

projects, phases of projects are segregated and phase liables were not involved into project 

planning. Every liable is responsible for merely their phases. In Kabataş Project, there is 

special occasion which is astronomicly uncertain environement. That is why main 

contractor could not be chosen in such erratic climate. One interviewee explained: “...we 

could not find contractor firm to embroil to such ambiguos environment, thus we had to 

wait for ambigousness to dissappear...”. Vakıflar Project managers seem to be ignoring 

the early invovment and deliberatively prefer traditional methods to conduct the project. 

One of the interviewees stated that: “...internal processes of this project are not actually 

too complex for us, thus we can manage this project with traditional methods without any 

problem...”.  
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In addition, there is fundamental mindset difference between case projects with RPDA 

and traditional approaches which is transparency of internal processes of stakeholders. 

FHP 2030 project is conducted in a way that every process of organizations that is related 

to the project is acknowledged as FHP 2030’s process, thus they are transparent and any 

contribution is accepted from different stakeholders. While in other traditional projects, 

stakeholders’ processes are not to be shared with other stakeholders while they can only 

see the results of the processes. This attitude hinders collaborative working and 

prospective contributions from others which has actually capacity to improve the overall 

project.   

4.2 Integration mechanisms 

4.2.1 Formal integration mechanisms 

Starting with shared overall goals, in FHP 2030 overall goals are defined and optimized 

together with key stakeholders and they are not limited to traditional targets but also 

process and capability improvement goals. In other case projects, the overall goal is 

presented by the project owner to other stakeholders who have to accept the overall goals 

and line their organizational goals with those. Likewise, project’s overall goals are neither 

optimized nor discussed together. The main reason is revealed by the non-owner 

interviewees as “stabilized officials mindset”. Majority of them believe that “officials” 

are conservative about new generation ideas on project management, thus it is hard to 

break this mindset and invite them to discuss overall goals. In fact, FHP 2030 is also 

owned by public authority, hence this cannot be the only reason but culture might be. 

Secondly, written policies and rules in case projects tend to set on subjects that top 

management cares the most. For example, FHP 2030 is an alliance project, thus 

prioritization is on processes that can improve collaboration such as Big Room, sharing 

information, no-blame culture and open book. While in Vakıflar Project, communcation 

process plays the centric role, hence written rules about how communication is conducted 

was the first regulation that was coming to interviewees’ mind. In Kabataş Project, there 

is no project specific policies or rules excluding law-enforced regulations such as 

occupational health and safety, quality standards rules. Not all the stakeholders can 

always follow what was on top management’s mind at the first place, thus establishing 
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rules about focus subjects on project is significant. Furthermore,  rules about coordination 

should take more place in the project management understanding in Turkish construction 

projects. 

It is justified from the empirical study that PPF plays a substantial role in unifying the 

organizations under the same goal. In FHP 2030, there is common and comprehensive 

organizational chart that involves all the key parties along with individual and team-wide 

job descriptions that define decision limits as well. In other case projects, segregation 

shows itself again in a way that every stakeholder has its own organizational chart and 

job descriptions. Organizational charts and job descriptions take place in the contracts 

however they are not practically used throughout the projects. That is may be the reason 

for excessive effort of CR being the center of communication and confusion in decision 

limits of teams in Kabataş Project. 

Collaborative working processes are also important diagnotion between case projects. In 

traditional Turkish projects, collaborative working is not in priority list while in FHP 

2030, numerous tools are acquired in order to improve collaboration among key 

stakeholders which resulted in high benefits on productivity. Doing the work right is a 

more important pursuit in Turkish projects which still seems to be a unsolved problem. 

However, endeavor in collaboration can severely contribute to settle the processes which 

I believe have not been realized yet by the Turkish construction managers. 

As for project planning, FHP 2030 has planned the project too early, encompassing all 

the phases without involving the main contracor therefore when the main contractor 

involved they had to change the plan drastically for implementation phase. Radical 

change of project plan indicates a problem which might be too elaborate planning and 

neglegence on flexibility. It is possible that main contractor desires a dominant role in 

implementation planning, thus in such case exlusion of main contractor appearently led a 

rework. In other inquired projects, the main problem lies on integration of phases’ plans. 

Each stakeholder plans their own responsibility zone, thus these plans are most likely to 

clash. Furthermore, there is no specific liaison role on planning of overall projects.   

Centralization of decision making is IM that differs a lot in three projects as well. FHP 

2030 has three layered management groups -having participants from different 
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stakeholders- that have varied decision limits. Decisions are jointly made by integrated 

teams which makes decisions quite centralized while decisions are made whether by 

project owner or other key stakeholders in other case projects. One exception is that CR 

and main designer of Vakıflar Project made decisions jointly about the development 

phase and milestones of implementation phase schedule. Joint decision making will have 

benefit in two ways that Turkish projects should consider: firstly, key stakeholders adopt 

decisions and responsibility is taken together, secondly expertise of all the key 

stakeholders are exploited.  

4.2.2 Lateral integration mechanisms 

Cooperative culture is a foundational mechanism that affects every other integration 

mechanisms. When cooperative culture is missing, every other integration mechanism 

will be deficient due to the fact that integration cannot be achieved without cooperative 

culture. Depending on priorities of top management, integration endeavor varies 

substantially. While in FHP 2030 integration is project managers’ one of the first 

priorities- that is why RPDA is selected-, in other case projects, integration is not among 

the first priorities but it is a concept that needs to be established when the schedule is not 

so busy. In FHP 2030, cooperative culture was presented as a key criterion in selection 

process of key stakeholders – not only in paper but spare time (workshops) is allocated 

to figure out if a candidate firm has conforming cooperative culture-. While in other 

traditional projects, cooperative culture of candidates are mostly foreseen or hoped to be 

in certain level or even ignored. Besides, FHP 2030’s top management also encourages 

stakeholders to work collaboratively. In other projects top management encourages 

participants mostly about doing the work in shorter time with better quality and less 

money. That is already the case for FHP 2030 as well however cooperative culture is IM 

that results in finding ways of doing work in shorter time, better quality and less money. 

Therefore projects distinguish in here as well, RPDA top management shows the path to 

overcome the targets while traditional top management evoke the targets. 

Liaison role is IM that bridges stakeholders that is why I believe liaison role is especially 

needed when stakeholders have distinct organizational structures. FHP 2030 is already 

run by cross-functional teams, thus liaison role would be unnecessary for them to 

implement. It would be like building a bridge on flat ground. While in Kabataş project, 
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liaison role is highly needed but poorly implemented. Project has separate organizational 

structures and there are also numerous external stakeholders to keep informed about the 

processes such as Council of Monuments, people, local vicinity and NGOs. White desk 

and information centre is built in order to keep people informed; however, Council of 

Monuments needs constant and detailed information and has power to stop the project 

which necessitates firmly built liaison role which is neglected. In Vakıflar Project, CR 

has the liaison role as mentioned and this role is significant for the processes. However, 

closing all the other ways of communication between main designer and main contractor 

is not an efficient way since it draws out the processes for the sake of keeping project 

owner informed from every connection. RPDA can be a solution for effective 

communication and keeping project owner informed at the same time. 

While FHP 2030 is mainly run by cross-functional groups, there are no pre-set teams that 

have participants from different functions in traditional case projects. Interviewees from 

traditional projects unanimously stated that they have ability to build and disperse a team 

quickly based on a problem which might be in fact a challenging task when even direct 

contact between stakeholders is difficult occasionally. Purpose of building cross-

functional team is understood as a mechanism to overcome short-term targets by Turkish 

interviewees. However, cross-functional teams is crucial especially for long-lasting 

projects in order to strengthen the bonds between key stakeholders and exploit each 

other’s expertise in long term. Having certain end-time of a project does not mean that 

some temporary team structures cannot be built. 

Three projects present inter-organizational meetings in three different ways. In FHP 2030, 

inter-organizational meetings are conducted in certain periods and under leadership of 

project owner. Yet, project owner’s authority is loosened in a way that each alliance 

member has leading roles in specific subjects. In other projects, meetings that involve 

more than one party are called “coordination meetings”. Kabataş Project has coordination 

meetings in a way that every participant can have meeting with every other group. For 

example, main contractor might also have meeting with main designer without informing 

project owner. While in Vakıflar Project, CR participates every meeting that is conducted 

cross-functionally. In early phases of Kabataş Project, coordination meetings were 

organized more often, however halts in the project led less frequency of meetings as well. 

I think, option of organizing more intensive and persistent meetings should have been 
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chosen in order to find solutions for reasons of halts rather than making meetings less 

frequently. 

Big Room is an important integration mechanism that also influence other IMs so much 

so that a project can improve integration capacity through cross-functional teams, inter-

organizational meetings, cooperative culture and direct contact in proper Big Room 

environment. FHP 2030 settled Big Room in their Lean Office which is located in 

worksite, while in other case projects, project management campuses are segregated. In 

Kabataş Project, neither project owner nor main designer have places in worksite. As for 

Vakıflar Project, all the key parties have place in project management campus, yet they 

do not have common office to work collaboratively. CR, main designer, project owner 

and land owner have places in worksite where they visit in certain days.Still, the building 

of aforementioned stakeholders is seperated from the main contractor’s settlement. 

As to direct contact, FHP 2030 has relatively open communication channels through Big 

Room and joint processes. However, reaching to very top of management can be 

challenging for some of alliance members. Priorly informed and well planned meetings 

could solve this problem. Secondly, direct contact is not challenging generally but main 

contractor has some difficulty to reach main designer in Kabataş Project. This might be 

actually because of the main designer being fatigue about the project, since development 

phase has started a decade ago while implementation phase has been ongoing for a year. 

Main designer might have a desire to direct their focus to other projects of theirs. Lastly, 

communication method that is applied in Vakıflar project affects a lot direct contact 

mechanism. Non-owner stakeholders have to inform CR before reaching others officially. 

In fact, main contractor and the main designer discuss sometimes about the practice 

however they are not officially binding. Applied communication method is actually useful 

to keep recording of processes but not for processes’ flow. Therefore optimization of 

these factors is needed. 

None of the inquired projects have certain process to engage key personnel however some 

interesting points arised from the interviews. Starting with FHP 2030, the project is 

located in Oulu whose location is relatively far from other major cities of Finland. The 

project is so large, human resources of the city is not enough. Thus, they had to recruit 

people from other major cities of Finland. In this case, people became tired of travelling 
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and the project lost some of the key employees. Incentives for long-travellers e.g. 

accomodation incentive or avoiding to recruit from far cities can partly amend the issue. 

In case of Kabataş Project, neither key stakeholders (for their own staff) nor the project 

have any process for engagement of employees. Lastly, one of the interviewees from 

Vakıflar Project defends “...management should not have spare process for engagement 

of personnel, there are plenty of people waiting for getting place in this company and this 

project is prestegious. If an employee have difficulties to engage himself / herself to the 

company or the project she/he should just quit otherwise if we figure out neglegence of 

engagement we terminate him/her...”. I believe, engagement of key employees must be 

considered more carefully in all the case projects. Besides, income that will result from 

gaining key personnel should not be sacrificed to pride as happens in Vakıflar Project. 

All the interviewees agreed at difficulty of cross-functional job rotation and if such 

mechanism is attempted it should be carried out with caution. High expertise of staff is 

revealed to be the most challenging factor that aggravates cross-functional job rotation. 

Withal, some of the informants also conceived their intention clearly that they are not 

willing their staff to work in other organizations or functions even for a short period of 

time. Nevertheless, in FHP 2030, the project owner implied that such means is thought 

but not shared with other alliance members probably because of the idea not being mature 

enough yet. Interviewees from other projects noted explicitly that they have not seen such 

mechanism implemented in their working life, so it is not in their agenda as well. In long-

lasting projects like FHP 2030 and Kabataş Project, this IM could indeed benefit 

integration pursuit and trust-building. On the other hand, I think, short lasting projects 

such as Vakıflar Project could utilize this tool for shorter time or even overlook. 

4.2.3 Social integration mechanisms 

Only FHP 2030 has reward mechanism which is built based on key result areas that is 

defined jointly at the outset of the project. Reward mechanism consist of very detailed 

bonus system that focuses more on implementation operations, still all the stakeholders 

are acceptors. Since the implementation phase has not started yet, mechanism has not 

been fully utilized. Moreover, procedure of bonus distribution indicates that bonusses are 

not distributed during the project but after conclusion. I think, distribution being close to 

the bonus-rewarding operation in terms of time is more preferable due to the fact that 
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acceptors will be more motivated during the project and well managed operation will be 

associated with the reward better. In other words, stakeholders will understand what 

actions of theirs were the ones that deserved reward. In Kabataş Project, there is neither 

reward nor penalty system while in Vakıflar Project only penalty system is applied in 

order to hinder prospective delays. In personnel level, main contractor tracks its 

employees’ non-conformity reports and calculates the performance in three months, later 

distributes bonus however this mechanism is implemented in organizational level. 

As for communication improving social events, segregation implies in even such 

mechanism in Vakıflar Project. While in FHP 2030 and Kabataş Project such events are 

organized in a way that involve every party of the projects, in Vakıflar Project, every key 

stakeholder organize events that involve only their employees. All the interviewees from 

different projects named two types of events: get together parties and sports playing. 

4.2.4 ICT integration mechanisms 

Starting with virtual tools, they are effectively used in all the projects. As for 

visualization, distinctive features of FHP 2030 are visual process maps that hung for 

everybody and CAVE. Furthermore, BIM Kiosks on work-site will help a lot to their 

visualization purposes. Internally, cost and schedule visual follow-up maps are still 

underway. Nevertheless, visualization could also be useful to demonstrate local vicinity 

in a way that how project will look like when it is completed. Kabataş project uses visual 

process maps but they are not inter-organizationally open. Whether they are used for 

individual or team-wide purposes. BIM Kiosks and CAVE are highly recommended to 

Vakıflar and Kabataş Project implementers. 

FHP 2030 has strong ICT capability that resulted from the work starting with presenting 

ICT capability as a key criterion in selection process. CAVE is good indicator for high 

level of ICT capability in overall project. Not only the designers but also the main 

contractor has strong competence in virtual design and construction. Besides, all the key 

parties have strong backgrounds for BIM tool which is integrated throughout the key 

stakeholders. Total ICT competence of the project is perceived as one of the most 

important value to overcome the targets, improve the processes, themselves, industry and 

the country. Every stakeholder can access to the common project bank. Project data is 
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uploaded to online platforms in order to hinder possible loses and improve accessibility. 

Project bank is used by other projects as well, however the problem is that each 

stakeholder has its own project bank and there is no access for others. However, in 

Vakıflar Project, giving access to project banks of main designer and main contractor to 

CR is underway. Confidentiality is presented as a main reason of not giving access to 

other stakeholders. Lastly, smart-phone applications and softwares are developed in 

Vakıflar Project as well in order to enhance convenience. 

ICT capability can not be instataneously gained which means if a project is contemplated 

to proceed with ICT capability, stakeholders should be inquired in selection process. In 

case of FHP 2030 and Vakıflar Project, key stakeholders are known about having high 

ICT competence that is why overall projects have strong ICT capability. It would be 

unjust to expect ICT performance from a stakeholder whose capability was not inquired 

in selection. In a nutshell, ICT inspection is critical in order not to have problems in later 

phases. 

In respect of monitoring ICT capacity of stakeholders, none of the case projects presents 

a defined process. Kabataş Project owners did not require a ICT competence from the 

beginning, however in other two case projects monitoring is limited to demand certain 

level of skill in selection processes. Yet, monitoring process of ICT capability is 

maintenance of the skill. Without monitoring one cannot know how long and how well 

that skill will endure and what are the new technologies that is neglected in the project. 

For long-lasting projects like FHP 2030 monitoring process is more important, till 2030 

definitely cutting edge technology will come up with new tools that bring new ideas of 

doing things around. 
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4.3 Synthesis of discussion 

First of all, empirical study under the light of literature justified once more that endeavor 

on productivity, well established infratructure and monitoring integration capacity in 

relation to requisite integration are the most fundamental elements of improving 

integration mechanisms in a construction project. Integration pursuit mostly come to exist 

when project managers think of ways to improve productivity of their processes which 

should start before the first contract signed which means productivity should take place 

first in the project strategy. Then, in line with that well infrastructure should be founded 

which may start with PPF. As can be observed in case projects, RPDA has high influence 

on collaborative working and cooperative culture and keeps stakeholders aware that they 

work for the same shared overall goal. On the other hand, stakeholder management seems 

to be another supportive process that can help to keep stakeholders together and tracked. 

Furthermore, some of the lean tools are accepted as IM in this research study, however in 

comprehensive perspective they lay great ground for integration pursuit. Yet, acquiring 

lean tools without lean understanding probably will not be more than waste of money thus 

lean tools should definitely come with a lean mindset. Lastly, when integration took place 

in the project strategy, key stakeholders are chosen in line with that and infrastructure for 

integration is built gauging the integration capacity versus requisite integration should 

indeed take place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12.  Requisite integration vs. integration capacity. 
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What kind of actions are needed to be taken in different capacity and requisite levels for 

integration is explained in Figure 12. Mechanisms that take place in Zone A and B come 

up to high requisite integration and low capacity level which means appropriote IM 

should be applied in order to meet the integration requirement while in Zone A, 

integration capacity is so low comparing to the requirement, best conforming IM(s) 

should be applied urgently and intensively. In Zone C (safe zone), requisite integration 

and integration capacity approximate each other which means that no particular action is 

needed to be taken. While in Zone D and E, integration capacity is higher than needed, 

thus an IM corresponding Zone D and E has low productivity hence less resources should 

be allocated. As for integration subjects that coincide to Zone E, they should be evaluated 

again immediately and appropriate actions are needed to be taken to lower the capacity 

for the sake of cost-saving. 

As described earlier, in comprehensive perspective, FHP 2030 has high achievement level 

of integration capacity along with integration need while in other case projects, 

integration capacity is lower than it is needed.  Excluding fundamental infrastructure 

pursuits for integration, I deduce that integration can be improved most rapidly by finding, 

defining and improving IMs with lowest achievement level and highest requirement level 

along with considering how target IM is in relation with other IMs. Requirement for 

integration is project-specific (Turkulainen 2008), thus a project might need a mechanism 

urgently while one does not need at all. Moreover, some IMs are more critical in terms of 

affecting other IMs as well (Turkulainen 2008, p. 143). For instance, Big Room is critical 

because it paves the way for many other IMs (Hietajärvi et al. 2017a). Lastly, according 

to my inference from both literature and empirical analysis, projects with high 

achievement level of integration require high effort even for a small overall integration 

improvement since the project is already integrated in a certain degree; while in projects 

with low integration level, even small arrangements can drastically and rapidly boost the 

integration capacity. IMs that have lowest achievement level of integration with highest 

requirement in case projects revealed in Table 11. Below each mechanism in the table 

discussed respectively. 
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Table 11. IMs with lowest achievement levels in case projects. 

 

Engaging key personnel enhances willingness of doing work better thus integration. None 

of the case projects has clear endeavor to engage their key employees. FHP 2030 has lost 

some of their key personnel who lived in other large and far cities of Finland. One 

interviewee explained the reason as “...they were mainly tired of travelling...”. According 

to the interviewees, employees are in fact quite engaged to the project in general morally, 

however extra effort for engagement is obviously needed for people who have to travel a 

lot to pursue their work in the project. Therefore, hiring from other cities should be 

avoided as much as possible and some incentives may come with hiring from other cities. 

In case of Turkish construction projects, the problem is more fundamental that is 

understanding of managers about engagement. One interviewee even implied that top 

management should not have seperate process to engage employees. 

Cross-functional job rotation is perceived as almost impossible for majority of the 

informants due to the high expertise level of staff. However, sub-organizations are in 

constant relationship which makes trust and knowing each other’s processes substantial. 

Short-term exchange of positions between functions will enhance awareness of the whole 

picture, improve trust among the overall organization and widen the know-how. Only one 

interviewee in FHP 2030 stated that cross-functional job rotation might be implemented 

in future. 

Integration mechanism Case Project

Engaging key personnel FHP 2030, Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Cross-functional job rotation FHP 2030, Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Monitoring ICT capabilities FHP 2030, Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Written project plan FHP 2030, Kabataş Project

Big room Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Reward system Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Cooperative culture Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Collaborative working Kabataş Project, Vakıflar Project

Utilization of IT Kabataş Project

Shared overall goals Vakıflar Project
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Another IM that needs improvement in all the projects is monitoring of ICT capabilities 

of stakeholders. Acquiring ICT is the first important step as for improving the ICT skills; 

however, in order to keep ICT capability controlled, ICT capability of especially key 

stakeholders needs to be monitored during the project as well in order top management 

to be sure that used ICT strength of the project conforms ICT requirement throughout the 

project in all the stakeholders. Monitoring becomes more critical in constantly improving 

technology age. 

Written project plan is a guideline to the project processes and base for reporting. Even 

though early planning is substantial for construction bussiness, flexibility is important as 

well particularly in projects where not all the key stakeholders are selected in very early 

phases which is the case for all the examined projects. For example, when the main 

contractor has not been selected yet and project managers plan the implementation phase 

elaborately, severe changes might be needed when the main contractor gets involved. In 

FHP 2030, planning is conducted in an efficient way in general. Still, early plan of the 

project needed radical alterations that made preliminary plan something totally different 

because of the fact that preliminary plan was made when the main contractor was not 

defined yet. Early involvement of the main contractor would definetly improve efficiency 

by hindering rework in project planning with more realistic plan. As for Kabataş Project, 

challenging permission processes and environmental uncertainties make planning 

emphasis crucial. Kabataş project is located in an archeological site which is protected by 

the government and by certain councils that have power and legitimacy to interrupt the 

project. Main contractor was not involved to the project for eight years due to 

aforementioned challenges that resulted in irksome halts. Rather than slowing down the 

project, considering councils and NGOs in the project planning and letting them know 

more about the plan might contribute to decrease uncertainty, make more realistic plan 

and enable to involve main contractor earlier. 

According to Aapaoja et al. (2013c), traditional projects have boundaries between 

functions and these boundaries are resembled to the walls which is observed to be the 

case in both Turkish projects. Even if PPF was not selected as RPDA, efficient 

implementation of Big Room has capacity to ease numerous challenges related to lack of 

coordination that both Vakıflar Project and Kabataş Project encounter. Big Room ensures 

the ground for different organizations to work in collaboration. There are certain 
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boundaries between organizations. Teams are seperated in both Turkish projects with 

different functions and goals which can clash or intersect. In order to increase intersection, 

collaborative working of inter-organizational teams in the environment of cooperative 

culture is needed. Both projects indicate low level of cooperative culture and collaborative 

working particularly between main contractors and main designers. Nevertheless, closely 

located work-site settlements for all the key stakeholders in Vakıflar Project is the first 

step that Kabataş Project managers also should take. 

While sanction mechanism is common in construction industry, reward system is not as 

prevalent. I think, having sanction system without reward mechanism has the risk to make 

non-owner parties less engaged to the project targets and make them think that contract 

is not for both signitories but more to protect project owner. Reward system is substantial 

mechanism particularly for projects with critical aspects. Reward system should 

remunerate right operation that has highest contribution to the key result area. For 

instance, if a project is not critical in terms of time, then rewards might overlook schedule. 

In case of Vakıflar Project, neither time nor budget is a critical target but the quality is. 

Thus a bonus mechanism or incentives might be utilized in order to increase possibility 

to meet the quality requirements. On the other hand, Kabataş Project became more and 

more critical in terms of schedule, therefore contract might have been updated with a 

bonus system focusing on shortening the period of permissions and early deliveries.   

Utilization of IT is a mechanism that in fact, could be divided into several mechanisms. 

BIM tools, CAVE and jointly used project bank with easy access affect the most the 

overall ICT capability. The more ICT capacity enhances, the more processes become 

convenient. Kabataş Project has lower level of achievement in utilization of IT comparing 

with other projects. Neither BIM tools are exploited nor joint project bank is used. Need 

for improvement of ICT capacity in Kabataş Project is obvious. 

Traditional PPF does not necessarily hinder establishing shared overall goal thus it can 

be achieved in different levels in varied traditional projects. Vakıflar project is noticeably 

more segregated than other two projects even though Kabataş Project is also run by a 

traditional PPF. Therefore, the risk of discrepancy in organizational goals is higher in 

Vakıflar Project. Jointly defined unanimous overall goals will ease the process of 
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planning and engagement of key stakeholders and increase willingness of them to 

improve the work together. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter starts with the summary of results of each research question. Then 

contribution of study to both literature and practice is discussed  and recommandations 

on further research are made in line with contributions. Lastly, the study concludes with 

evaluation of the research. 

5.1 Key results 

This research has contributed to the awareness of means to improve integration in large 

construction projects in Finland and Turkey. The research comprises both theoretical and 

empirical analysis. Theoretical framework was formulated based on RQ1 while RQ2 lays 

the ground for empirical analysis. Last but not least, RQ3 presents the ways to improve 

integration in case projects through Chapter 4 based on the results of first two research 

questions. Results of the research questions are shortly described below: 

RQ1.  How can integration mechanisms be analyzed in the context of large projects? 

The answer to the RQ1 is contemplated based on comprehensive literature review which 

is elaborated in Chapter 2. Numerous integration mechanisms were revealed by earlier 

research in order to improve integration in construction projects. Number of integration 

mechanisms are compiled in line with the literature and they are classified as formal IMs, 

lateral IMs, social IMs and ICT IMs. Yet, full swing of integration is not adviced in 

literature but set of IMs is recommended to be exploited in line with defined integration 

requirements which are induced by several characters of project based organizations such 

as interdependence, uncertainty, complexity and high expertise. Stakeholder management 

and requirements engineering are presented as the supporting concepts to manage 

integration needs of stakeholders. SM should start as soon as the project owner starts to 

intercourse with other organizations or individuals and should continue with definition of 

customer value and goals, stakeholder identification and classification and stakeholder 

salience assessment. Earlier research has also adressed the importance of early 

involvement of stakeholders in order to improve predictability of a project and hamper 

late changes in plan. Finally, RPDA is selected as the best conforming PPF as to 
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integration endeavors of project managers since RPDA paves the way for integration in 

certain degree.  

RQ2. What is the current state of the use of integration mechanisms in Finnish and Turkish 

large projects? 

In order to compare Finnish and Turkish construction projects in terms of current state of 

the use of IM, three projects were selected in approximate volumes. Thus, inconsistent 

comparison is tried to be avoided. As the results from interviews demonstrate, FHP 2030 

has absolute advantage comparing to Turkish case projects in terms of integration. FHP 

2030, Kabataş Project and Vakıflar Project are graded 7.8, 4.6 and 4.9 respectively out of 

10 regarding to achievement level of integration. All the case projects are more integrated 

in terms of formal IM mode and ICT mode. FHP 2030 is most integrated formally and in 

terms of ICT mode and showed lowest degree in lateral IMs which is actually still way 

higher than other case projects. As for Kabataş Project, formal integration level is the 

highest while integration on social mechanisms is the lowest in both for Kabataş and 

Vakıflar Projects. Vakıflar Project shows highest integration degree in ICT mechanisms. 

Turkish construction projects’ integration capacities are pretty close to each other which 

is slightly below the moderate level. 

RQ3. How to improve integration in Finnish and Turkish large projects? 

Based on both theoretical and empirical analysis, it is deduced that aspiration on 

productivity, well established infrastructure for integration mechanisms and monitoring 

integration capacity in relation to integration requirements are the most fundamental 

elements on improving integration in construction projects. 

Integration pursuit appears in project managers’ agenda basically when top management 

endeavors to find ways to improve productivity which means effort on integration should 

start first with including integration to project strategy. Then, most conforming PPF 

should be selected which is deduced to be RPDA in large and complex projects in order 

to put strategy into practice. At the same time, stakeholder management is inferred to be 

a supportive process that can help to keep stakeholders together and tracked. Additionally, 

lean tools are great leverages to improve integration capability when it comes with lean 
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ideology. Finally, gauging integration capacity versus requisite integration should indeed 

take place in order to keep tracking of integration capacity costs and alternative costs that 

result from neglegence of integration capacity. 

5.2 Contribution and recommendations 

In order to build more solid theoretical background academic articles, dissertations, 

proceedings and books related to stakeholder management, project procurement forms, 

drivers for integration and integration in construction projects were reviewed separetly. 

Then possible connections have been investigated between subjects which resulted in 

comprehensive compilation of aforementioned concepts in order to embrace how 

literature approaches integration. As a result, each aforementioned concept was studied 

whether independently or partly bonded with each other. Notwithstanding, the thesis 

corelates all the mentioned concepts with each other and brought new results by 

comprehensive compilation. In conclusion, this research study contributes to find ways 

to associate PPF, SM and integration management in order to reach most effective 

outcome regarding to integration management. 

In terms of practice, the research publishes integration readiness of construction projects 

from a developing country (Turkey) and a developed country (Finland). Furthermore, the 

study reveals the potential of integration management in emerging markets like Turkish 

construction industry. On the basis of the content, a reader has also chance to  explore 

each case project’s status of integration level. In addition to that, comparison is also 

revealed in order to amend comprehensive review. Finally, case projects were selected in 

different forms of project procurement, therefore a reader can also develop an idea how 

varried PPFs influence integration management. 

During the empirical research, I have realized that one of the most fundamental difference 

between Finnish and Turkish construction projects is transparency – perception of 

confidential information. Processes of Finnish project are open for every stakeholder in 

high degree, while concern of sharing companies’ confidential information hampers 

integration in Turkish side. However neglegence of transparency shakes integration 

pursuit from the foundation. The reason of difference on opennes of processes might be 

led by culture as well, however it is not studied in this thesis. As a result, I infer that 
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further research is needed on transparency’s affects on integration management in 

construction industry and how overall processes can be improved gradually in terms of 

openness with easing the worry of confidential information leakage. Latter, construction 

industry has big rate in developing countries’ economies even though international 

academic studies mostly consist of case projects from developed countries (at least, 

integration literature) wherein mindset of people fit better to integration management 

comparing with the rest of the world. Consequently, further research is recommended to 

focus on finding ways to encourage construction projects in emerging markets to consider 

integration management. 

5.3 Evaluation 

In this thesis, the empirical analysis has been carried out by data collection method of 

concurrent interviews (face-to-face, by phone or Skype) among other various ways of 

qualitative data collection. The main reason was to keep semi-structured nature of the 

interviews in order to collect more valid data in frank atmosphere and to explain 

unfamilier concepts concurrently. The interviewees were strived to be selected from 

higher management level of case projects to reach more comprehensive data about overall 

organization. However, it could not be succeeded for entire interviewees.  

As for difficulties, first challenge could be revealed as the language barrier with Finnish 

interviewees. The interviews with Finnish construction project managers are conducted 

in English which is neither the interviewees’ nor my mother tongue , thus conducting the 

interviews in our second languge might have caused misunderstaning even though it was 

avoided as much as possible. On the other hand, the main challenge with Turkish 

interviewees was the jargon barrier. The questionnaire has been translated to Turkish in 

order to conduct the interviews in the mother tongue however another barrier appeared 

which was low familiarity with the some of the key concepts like integration, lean tools 

and stakeholder management. In order to strike a balance, concepts were described first 

with examples to some of the interviewees then indicators of concepts were inquired. 

However, it is not possible to be sure that if balance was stroke fully.  
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Occasionally, contradictive responses were collected from different interviewees from 

the same project particularly in Turkish case projects which might have been caused by 

some of the interviewees’ concern that their voices were recorded while they were 

revealing “volnurability” of their project. Consequently, findings in this research study 

are based on the researcher’s understanding of theoretical study and interviewees’ 

answers from case projects. Hence different findings may be found from the current 

conclusion if conducted in a different environment. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. Interview questionnaire 

Table 12. Interview questionnaire. 
Category # Question 

General 

questions 

about  

integration 

1 What is the first thing that comes to your mind when I say 

integration? 

 

 

2 

Do you have clear strategy about enhancing integration? With what 

stakeholders, you think, integration needs to be improved? Can you 

describe how organizationally integrated are key stakeholders (e.g. 

main contractor, architecht and the project owner) ? 

 

Stakeholder 

approach 

for integration 

 

3 

Do you have a systematic approach for managing the stakeholders? If 

yes, can you describe how SM is applied in the project -with 

examples, if possible- ? 

  
 

4 

How you possess customer value in SM ? Can you give some 

examples that shows importance of customers' requirements and how 

you trace customer's requirements during the project ? 
 

 

 

5 

 

What are the stakeholders in the project and which ones consist of the 

core group ? Can you describe stakeholder identification process that 

you applied?  
 

 

6 

 

Did you classify stakeholders and gauge their salience for the sake of 

managing stakeholders more efficiently? If yes, how did you do these 

?  
 

 

7 

 

When did you start to involve key stakeholders e.g. Head Architect, 

Main Contractor, Project Owner into decision making? And how did 

you choose whom to involve into decision making ? Can you explain 

with examples ?  
 

 

8 

 

Do stakeholders know what other stakeholders are doing ? If yes, 

how did you achieve this, can you explain with some examples? 

   

 

9 

 

Do you have systematic process for collecting and tracking 

stakeholders' needs (also integration needs)? Is there any fulfillment 

priority as for stakeholders' needs ? 

 

Key features 

of RPDA 

 

10 

Do you think project managers have clear endeavor to create and 

maintain trustful and cooperative climate in the project ? In your 

opinion, how they created or why they couldn't create that ? 
 

 

11 

 

What criteria are used in team selection for the project ? 
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12 

 

In your project, do all stakeholders share financial risks and rewards 

? How transparent is your financial parameters ? 

  13 Do you apply any lean management principles such as target- value 

design, pull based planning or value stream mapping ? 

Formal 

integration 

mechanisms 

 

14 

Do you have any mechanism for making stakeholders exert for same 

shared overall goal ? How low and wide overall goal is 

communicated through organizational structure ? How you become 

sure that it is understood correctly ?  
 

15 

 

What are the written policies and rules that every employee and party 

is aware of ? 
 

 

 

16 

 

Are job descriptions written so that every party is aware of their 

duties ? Do you have organizational chart ? When did you created 

them and with involvement of what stakeholders ? Does job 

descriptions refer to integration ?  
 

17 

 

Do you have standardized project reports ( e.g. report templates) ? If 

yes, what kind of reports are these ? 
 

 

18 

 

What kind of processes do you use to enhance collaborative working 

? 
 

 

 

19 

 

Do you have written project plan? If yes, when did you write the plan 

with participation of what stakeholders ? And Do you have any 

mechanisms for monitoring the plan ? 

   

 

20 

 

How decision making is centralized in the project? What kind of 

decisions are expected to be given in the field and what kind of 

decisions are given in collaboration with the top management ? 

Lateral 

integration 

mechanisms 

 

21 

 

How cooperative culture encouraged by the top management ? 

 
 

22 

Is there any liaison role to enhance integration among stakeholders 

laterally, horizontally, and with outsiders ? How these liaison roles 

work ? 
 

 

 

23 

 

Did you form cross-functional teams to overcome potential issues 

related to several stakeholders ? If yes, these cross-functional teams 

have participants from which stakeholders ?  
 

 

24 

 

Do you organize inter-organizational meetings periodically ? If yes, 

How often such meetings are organized and who joins these 

meetings?  
 

25 

 

Is Big Room concept utilized or in schedule in the project ? And 

where it is located ? 
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26 

 

Can stakeholders easily apply direct contact when needed ? How 

easy it is in the project ? Do you have any mechanism to facilitate 

direct contact way among stakeholders ?  
 

27 

 

Do you have clear exert to engage key personnel to the project ? If 

yes, how do you succeed that ? 

   

28 

Have you used or planning to use cross-functional job rotation to 

enhance integration ? If yes, what positions have participated or 

going to participate cross-functional job rotation ? 

Project 

procurement 

form and 

integration 

 

 

29 

 

What is the current PPF that is applied in the project ? How it is 

chosen? Do you think chosen PPF promotes formal and lateral 

integration capability? Such as standardization,  cross-functional 

teams, group meetings and cooperative culture. 

Social 

integration 

mechanisms 

 

 

30 

 

In your project, do you have a sort of performance oriented incentive, 

bonus or rewards system ? How do they work ? What are the rewards 

for example ?  
 

31 

 

What kind of mechanims do you have to enhance lateral 

communication through the project ? 

   

32 

 

What kind of mechanims do you have to enhance vertical 

communication through the project ? 

ICT 

integration 

mechanisms 

 

 

33 

 

Do you use virtual tools as integration mechanisms such as e-

mailing, electronic conference, Lync and other video meeting 

technologies ? How?  
 

34 

 

Do you use visual tools as integration mechanisms such as Last 

Planner, visual process maps, organizational charts ? How ? 
 

 

35 

 

How do you utilize IT (information technologies) to increase 

integration capacity ? Such as BIM and project bank. 

   

 

36 

 

Do you have any monitoring process to be sure how target 

stakeholders are capable of using IT tools? If yes, how it works? Do 

you encounter challenges to engage stakeholders to IT tools, can you 

explain with examples ? 

Integration in 

wider 

perspective 

 

 

37 

 

What are the drivers for you to improve integration? And how they 

affect the overall organization ? E.g. interdependence, uncertainty, 

complexity.  
 

 

38 

 

How do you become sure that your integration mechanisms fit to 

integration requirements? Do you have any process to gauge the gap 

?  
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39 

 

In your opinion, why some mechanisms fail while others work? What 

are the challenges that you are encountering to make mechanisms 

effectively working? 

   

 

40 

 

Based on also your previous experiences, do you think achieved 

integration has a positive effect on: cost, capabilities, quality, 

development lead time, time of project, design flexibility and 

innovation ? 
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Appendix 2. Translated version of interview questionnaire into Turkish for Turkish 

interviewees 

Table 13. Turkish translation of interview questionnaire. 

Category # Question 

General 

questions 

about  

integration /  

Entegrasyon 

hakkında genel 

sorular 

1 Entegrasyon dendiğinde aklınıza ilk ne geliyor ? 

 

 

2 

Entegrasyonu iyileştirmek için açık bir stratejiniz var mı? Hangi 

paydaşlarla entegrasyonun iyileştirilmesi gerektiğini 

düşünüyorsunuz? Kilit paydaşların organizasyonel olarak nasıl 

entegre olduğunu açıklayabilir misiniz ? (örn. Müteahhit, tasarımcı, 

proje sahibi) 

 

Stakeholder 

approach 

for integration 

/ Entegrasyon 

için paydaş 

yaklaşımı 

 

3 
Paydaşların yönetilmesine yönelen sistematik bir yaklaşımınız var 
mı? Varsa, paydaş yönetiminin nasıl uygulandığını, mümkünse 
örneklerle, açıklayabilir misiniz? 
 

 

4 
Müşteri değerini paydaş yönetiminde nasıl konumlandırıyorsunuz ? 
Proje süresince, müşteri ihtiyaçlarının önemini veya müşteri 
ihtiyaçlarının nasıl takip edildiğini gösteren örnekler verebilir 
misiniz? 
  

5 Projedeki paydaşlar kimler ve ana grubu kim oluşturuyor? 
Paydaşların belirlenmesi sürecini açıklayabilir misiniz? 
 

 
6 Paydaşları daha verimli yönetebilmek adına sınıflandırma ve 

önceliklendirme yaptınız mı? Yaptıysanız, nasıl? 
 

 
 

7 
Karar alma mekanizmasına kilit paydaşları ne zaman dahil etmeye 
başladınız (örn. Ana Tasarımcı, Ana Müteahhit, Proje Sahibi)? Ve 
karar alma mekanizmasına kimlerin dahil olacağınız nasıl 
seçiyorsunuz? Örneklerle açıklayabilir misiniz? 
  

8 Paydaşlar, diğer paydaşların ne yaptığını biliyor mu ? Biliyorsa, bunu 
nasıl başardınız, örneklerle açıklayabilir misiniz? 
 

   

9 
Paydaşların ihtiyaçlarını toplamak ve takip etmek için (entegrasyon 
ihtiyaçları da dahil) sistematik bir süreciniz var mı? Paydaş 
ihtiyaçlarını karşılama anlamında bir önceliklendirmeye gidiyor 
musunuz? 
 

Key features 

of RPDA 

/ İlişki temelli 

proje 

gerçekleştirme 

yaklaşımının 

kilit özellikleri 

 

10 
Sizce, proje yöneticilerinin güven ve işbirliğine dayalı bir çalışma 
iklimi yaratmak için açık bir çabası var mı? Varsa bunu nasıl 
başardılar veya neden başaramadılar? 
 

11 Proje için çalışacak ekiplerin seçiminde hangi kriterler gözönünde 
bulunduruluyor? 
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12 Projede, tüm paydaşlar finansal risk ve ödülleri paylaşıyor mu? 

Finansal parameterler ne kadar şeffaf? 
 

   

13 
Projede, yalın yönetim prensiplerine başvuruyor musunuz örn. 
hedef-değer tasarımı (target-value design), pull planning ya da değer 
akış haritalaması (value stream mapping). 
 

Formal 

integration 

mechanisms 

/ Formal 

entegrasyon 

mekanizmaları 

 

14 
Paydaşların ortak, tek ve aynı amaç için çabalamasını sağlayan bir 
mekanizmanız var mı ? Bu amaç organizasyonel şemada ne kadar 
aşağı ve genişlemesine olan birimlerle paylaşıldı?  Bu amacın doğru 
anlaşıldığından nasıl emin olabiliyorsunuz? 
 

15 Tüm çalışanların ve katılımcı organizasyonların farkında olduğu yazılı 
politikalar ve kurallar neler? 
 

 

16 
Tüm tarafların görevlerinin farkında olabilmesi için iş tanımları 
yazıldı mı? Organizasyonel şemanız var mı? Bunları ne zaman 
oluşturdunuz ve hangi paydaşların katılımıyla? İş tanımlarında 
entegrasyona herhangi bir atıf var mı? 
  

17 Standartlaştırılmış proje raporlarınız (örn. Rapor taslakları) var mı? 
Varsa bunlar ne tip raporlar? 
 

 
18 Uyuma dayalı çalışmayı artırmak için ne gibi süreçleriniz var? 

 
 

19 
Yazılı bir proje planınız var mı? Varsa, bu planı ne zaman ve hangi 
paydaşların katılımıyla yazdınız? Ayrıca, bu planı takip etmek için bir 
mekanizmanız mevcut mu? 
 

   

20 
Karar alma mekanizmanız ne derecede merkezileşmiş durumda? Ne 
gibi kararların sahada ve ne gibi kararların üst yönetimle ortak 
şekilde alınması beklenir? 
 

Lateral 

integration 

mechanisms 

/ Yatay 

entegrasyon 

mekanizmaları 

21 Üst yönetim, iş birliği içinde çalışma kültürünü nasıl teşvik ediyor? 

 

22 
 
Dikey olarak, yatay olarak veya dışarıyla ilişkiler anlamında 
entegrasyonu iyileştirmeden sorumlu bir irtibat/bağlantı/işbirliği 
rolünüz mevcut mu? Mevcutsa, bu roller nasıl işliyor? 
 

 

23 
Birden fazla paydaşı ilgilendirebilecek bazı problemlerin üstesinden 
gelmek için işlevler arası ekipler oluşturdunuz mu? Oluşturduysanız, 
bu ekipler hangi paydaşlardan katılımcıları içeriyor? 
 

 

24 
Periyodik olarak organizasyonlar arası toplantılar düzenliyor 
musunuz? Düzenliyosanız, ne sıklıkla ve bu toplantılara kimler 
katılıyor? 
  

 

25 
Big Room konseptinden faydalanıyor musunuz veya faydalanmayı 
planlıyor musunuz? Kullanıyorsanız veya kullanmayı planlıyorsanız 
nerede konumlandı bu oda veya nerede konumlanması planlanıyor? 
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26 
Paydaşlar birbirleri arasında doğrudan iletişim kurabiliyor mu? 
Projede bu ne kadar kolay gerçekleşiyor? Paydaşlar arasında 
doğrudan iletişimi kolaylaştırmak için herhangi bir mekanizmanız 
mevcut mu?  

 

27 Kilit roldeki personelleri projeye tutundurmak için açık bir çabanız 
mevcut mu? Mevcutsa, bunu nasıl yapıyorsunuz? 

   

28 
Entegrasyonu artırmak için işlevler arası iş rotasyonu uygulandı mı 
veya uygulanması planlanıyor mu? Uygulandıysa veya 
uygulanacaksa, hangi pozisyonlar bu rotasyona katıldı veya katılması 
planlanıyor? 

PPF and 

integration / 

Proje 

gerçekleştirme 

tipi ve 

entegrasyon 

 

 

 

29 

Mevcut uygulanan sözleşme tipi ne? Nasıl seçildi? Sizce, seçilen 
sözleşme tipi dikey ve yatay entegrasyon kapasitenizi olumlu 
etkiliyor mu? Örn. Standartlaşma, işlevler-arası ekipler, grup 
toplantıları ve işbirliği içinde çalışma kültürü. 

Social 

integration 

mechanisms 

/ Sosyal 

entegrasyon 

mekanizmaları 

 

30 Projenizde, bir çeşit performans odaklı teşvik, bonus veya ödül 
sisteminiz var mı? Bunlar nasıl işliyor, örneğin ödüller neler? 

 

31 Projenizde yatay iletişimi iyileştirmek için ne gibi mekanizmalarınız 
var? 

   

32 Projenizde dikey iletişimi iyileştirmek için ne gibi mekanizmalarınız 
var? 

ICT 

integration 

mechanisms 

/ ICT 

entegrasyon 

mekanizmaları 

 

33 
Projede sanal araçlar entegrasyon mekanizması olarak kullanılıyor 
mu? Örn. E-mail, elektronik konferans, Lync ve diğer video toplantı 
teknolojileri? Nasıl? 
 

 

34 
Projede görsel araçlar entegrasyon mekanizması olarak kullanılıyor 
mu? Örn., Last Planner, Visual Process maps (görsel süreç şemaları), 
organizational charts (organizasyon şemaları)? Nasıl? 
 

 

35 
Entegrasyon kapasitesini artırmak için IT (BT, bilgi teknolojileri)'den 
nasıl faydalanıyorsunuz? Örn. BIM ve Proje veri bankası (Project 
bank, dataların herkesin ulaşabileceği bir platformda depolanması). 
 

   

 

36 

Paydaşların IT araçlarını kullanabilecek yeterliğe sahip olma 
durumunu takip edecek süreçleriniz var mı? Paydaşların bu IT 
araçlarını kullanabilmesini sağlamaya çalışırken zorluklarla 
karşılaşıyor musunuz? Karşılaşıyorsanız, örneklerle açıklayabilir 
misiniz? 
 

Integration in 

wider 

perspective 

 

37 
Sizi entegrasyonu artırmaya iten sebepler neler? Bu nedenler ana 
organizasyonu nasıl etkiliyor? Örn. Birbirine bağımlılık, belirsizlik, 
komplekslik. 
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/ Daha geniş 

çerçevede 

entegrasyon 

 

38 
Entegrasyon mekanizmalarınızın entegrasyon ihtiyaçlarıyla uyumlu 
olduğundan nasıl emin oluyorsunuz? Aradaki boşluğu ölçmek için bir 
süreciniz var mı? 
  

 

39 
Sizce, neden bazı mekanizmalar sorunsuz çalışırken bazıları başarısız 
oluyor? Mekanizmaların verimli bir şekilde çalışmalarını sağlamaya 
çalışırken karşılaştığınız zorluklar neler? 
 

   

40 
Geçmiş tecrübelirinizden de yola çıkarak, başarılı entegrasonun 
sayacağım başarı faktörlerinden hangilerine olumlu etki sağladığını 
düşünüyorsunuz? Maliyet, kabiliyet, kalite, geliştirme süresi, proje 
süresi, tasarım esnekliği ve inovasyon? 
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Appendix 3. Grades of integration mechanisms for each case project 

Table 14. Grades of IMs for each case project. 

Note: Maximum grade: 10, Minimum grade: 0. 

Integration

Mode
Integration Mechanism FHP 2030

Kabataş 

Project

Vakıflar

Project

Shared overall goals 7 5 4

Written policies and rules 9 6 8

Job descriptions and

organizational charts
9 6 7

Standardized project reports 9 8 8

Collaborative working 9 4 3

Written project plan 7 4 5

Centralized decision making 8 6 6

Cooperative culture 9 5 3

Liaison role 5 5 7

Cross-functional teams 10 4 3

Inter-organizational meetings 9 6 6

Big Room 10 2 3

Direct contact 8 6 5

Engaging key personnel 4 3 2

Cross-functional job rotation 3 0 0

Incentives, bonuses and rewards 8 0 0

Vertical and lateral

 communication
7 6 6

Virtual tools 10 10 10

Visual tools 9 6 6

Utilization of IT 10 4 7

Monitoring of IT capabilities 4 2 4

Formal

Integration

Mechanisms

Lateral

Integration

mechanisms

Social

Integration

Mechanisms

ICT

Integration

Mechanisms


